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Hollings, Askew drop out; candidates head south
By Donald M. Rothberg
Of the Associated Press

ca~~id;t~~~~~adeJ[he:~~~i:~

Thursday with John Glenn
proclaiming himself the "new
underdog" and Gary Hart
Sc'lying he would fight for votes
in the region. At the same time.
two scuthern centenders were
forced out of th~ race by dismal
finishes in New Hampshire.
Sen. Ernest F. Hollings of
South Carolina and former Gov.
Reubin Askew of Florida
:xcame the second and third
victims of New Hampshire
voters.
Hollings. who received 4
percent of Tuesday's primary
vote, told a Washington news
conference the n'sults "got me
back to a hard reality."
Askew got only 1 perc('nt in
:'Iiew Hampshire and toid a
i'.liami news conference. "I
tried to be true to myself and
my deepest con·,rjctions."
Glenn spokt! to the Alabama
Legislature at the state Capitol
in ~lontgomery, while Hart
stopped at the city's airport for
i news confen.·nce at which he
said. "I don't expect to be
rejected in the South."
Glenn told the Legislature, "I
guess I'm what you would call
the new underdog today." The
Ohio senator finished a distant
third in New Hampshire after
winding up fifth in the Iowa
caucuses.
Hart was the surprise winner
of the New Hampshire primary,
and the Colorado senator
Quickly was chall<!nged by
Walter F. Mondale to compete
for support throughout the
South.
"Well, Fritz, here I am,"
Hart said on his arrival in
AlabamE.
"I think the voters of
Alabama Just like the voters of
New Hampshire will send a
message to the Washington
establishment and the special
interests and will not submit to
insider
control
of
the
Democratic Party," he added.
Mondale was in Washington
on Thursday and planned to
campaign in Maine and Georgia
on Friday.
Bowing out of the race,
Hollings said, "I announce
todav that I will be stepping
See SOLTTH, Page 3
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The Graduate Council on
n.ursday passed resolutions in
favor .If retai.ling foreign
language degre-~ programs ar:d
in support of nine gUidelines on
faculty and administration
merit pay increases.
The resolution to maintain the
bachelor's degree program in
Russian ami ma<;ter's degree
programs in French, German
a~d Spanish was passed 5 days
before the Illinois Board of
Higher Ed'olcation will consider
an IBHE staff advisory
recommendation to eliminate
the programs.
The IBHE staff said the
programs are economically &nd
educationally unjustified.
Even if the IBHE accepts the
recommendation, SIU-C would
have several months to form a
response in support of the
prcgrams, John Gu~on, vi,ce
president for academiC affairs
and research, said. The SIU
Board of Trustees would then
take justifying responses for the
~:f'ams back to the lBHE, he
The

Russian

language

net worth as

$882,775
By Phillip Fiorini
"taff Writer

Responding to a challenge
from his Democratic primary
opponent to make a financial
disclosure, former Rep. Ken
Grav has said his net worth is
$882",775.

State Sen. Ken Buzbee. DMakanda, Gray's opponent for
the nomination, disclosed his
financial records on Feb. IS,
"eporting a worth of $211.019. A
Buzbee aide on Wednesday
called Gray's disclosure
"sketchy'" and said it had
"gl::.ring ,)missions.·'
Gray, of West Frankfort, on
Tuesday disclosed his finances
for the past 11 years, reporting
assets of $1,586,985 and
liabilities of $704,200. Grav also
reported that his partne'rship,
Gray Enterprises, paid $2,070 in
state income taxes last year and
had paid that tax in prior years.
Gray said that he paid
$195.226 in federal taxes on
$1.692,682 income from 1972 to
1982. He paid $6,986 in federal
taxes last year, he said.
Gray said his main assets are
in real estate notes receivable,
properly he has sold for which
buyers are still making
payments to him, which total
$696,000.

He said he also has $500,000 in
"rolling stock," including a

~~II':f.sheF~~~c~~~~~~il\~~
Tenn., 30 antique cars, a motor
home and boat office.
other assets include $90,000 in

~a~~a~~!if~~:~r~~de ra~~ief~

Picture this

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

Mike l.ould, graduate student in painting, sketch.-d a winter scene
al the llOO block of West Gher Street Thursday afternoon.

Graduate Council resolutions
oppose language progrant cuts
By John Stewart
Staff Writer

Gray reveals

program has generated an
increasing number of credits in
the last two years. In 1979, 123
credit hours of Russian were
taken, while 186 were taken in
1980. In 1981, 161 credits were
taken, followed by 209 and 255 in
1982 and 1983.
President Albert Sonlit said
in late November that he
favored the elimination of the
degree prograTQ in Russian, but
the administration later
decided te retain the program
with less than two full-time
faculty members,
lhe Graduate Council also
passed merit pay distribution
guidelines thai urge all
departl1lents to develop a merit
plan which would define goals
and relate them to faculty job
descriptions, Other guidelines
require that each plan include a
timetablE;, and that faculty
would have input to and
knowledge of materiala on
which merit increase decisions
would be based.
Discussion
about
the
guidelines concerned tne level
at which merit decisions would
be made. Eugene Timpe.
professor of foreign languages
and literatures, said many

faCUlty can't see how a ment
plan wouid be workable. Timpe
said any plan would have to
eliminate the possibility of
capricious department chairs
controlling the implementation
of merit pay.
Aristotel Pappelis, professor
of botany, said ment determinations stJould b.: made by
college deans and not department chairs, as was proposed
and passed by the council.
Others argued against Pappelis, saying that some colleges
have over 300 faculty, and a fair
review would be logistically
impossible, The proposal
passed 14 to 4 with four abstentions.
In other busmess the council
unanimously
passed
a
resolution to remind Somit of a
19lH report outlining hinderances to research productivity in SIU-C's four research
centers. The report said support
services, facilities and proper
faculty and administration
atbll.ldes were lacking in the
coal,
archeological· investi~ations, and coo(A!rative
wildhfe and fisheries research
centers.

~ational Coal Museum and
Antique Car Circus in West
Frankfort. Gray said he has no
stocks, bonds or savings ac"ounts.
He said he has paid more than
$40.000 in real estate taxes in
Franklin and Williamson
counties in the last 10 vears.
Rich Darby, Gray's pres:;
aide, said Wednesday that Gray
"has paid anything that he's
owed." Gray was unavailable
for comment.
Darby said the Internal
Revenue Service prepared
Grav's tax returns during the 2tJ
years Gray was a congressman.
Gray has said he req'lested the
IRS to audit his returns in
subsequent years after he
retired from Congress in 1975.
According to a statement
released by Gray, :n the three
years prior to his retirement he
made $52,415 and paid $9,488 in
federal taxes each rear. In 1975,
he paid no federa taxes when
his gross income before exenses
was $15,148. He said he earned
$13.213 in 1976 and $29,425 in
1977, paying a total of $1,206 in
taxes.
Darby said Gray's earnings
jumped to 5696,829 in 1977 when
the former congressman
arranged the sale of 39,000 acres
of coal rights to the Tennessee
valley Authority for $41 million.
rhat year Gray paid $115,140 in
federal t;"..:es and donated

West Frankfort worth $100,000,
a one-acre cabin at the Lake of
Egypt worth $50,000, an office
building. four lots and a garage
in West Frankfort vaiued at
$125,000, 12 oil wells worth
$25,000 and $985 in a checking
..~count. Gray said.
Gray said his liabilities.
'otaiing $704,200, include
$100,000 payable to a West Palm
Beach, Fla., bank, $100,500 on a
mortgage to the Bank of West
Frankfort and a $265,000

See GRAY, Page J

trying to sell. He owes $13,700 on
credit card accounts.
Gray said he has borrowed
over $22S.000 to est.ablish the

Gus says knowing wba. caadidates do with their own
money mayor may not tell you
what they'll do w;th yours.

~eo:~~a~~In~~h:t h~~~tid ~:I~

Gemayel calls meeting
with Assad 'excellent'
By t'arouk ,'iassar
Of the Associated Press
Lebanese President Amin
Gemayel completed two !;lays of
talks with Syrian President
Hafez Assad in Damascus on
Thursday and Lebanon's state
radio said Gemayel had agreed
to cancel the Israeli-Lebanese
troop withdrawal agret"!ment.
Gemayel said his three
rounds of talks with Assad were
"quite excellent," but called off
a news conference in DamascUS
and said nothing else.
An official Syrian spokesman
said Assad, whose government
has been supporting Shiite
Moslem and Druse militias
against Gemayel's government, told Gemayel that Syria
will "assist Lebanon in its efforts tt. safeguard its freedom,
its Arab identity, and the unity

of its land and pe'lple."
Syria has sought abrogation
of the Israeli-Lebanese accord,
reached with the help of toe
United States on May 17, 1983.
Lebanese state radio said that
GemaycJ had agreed to Syria's
demand to cancel the pact as a
prelude to Moslem-Christian
recG!!riJi~tion tall(s and formation of a national coalition
Cabinet in Lebanon.
The report said Gemayel and
Assad had agreed on a
"process" for cancellation of
the pact, but gave OJ detaiLfJ.
Lebanon's Druse opposition
leader, Walid Jumblatt, told
reporters in Beirut he was
unwilling to take part in
reconciliation talks unless
Gemayel were p'ut on tnal for
launching artillery attacks
against Shiite .Moslem and
Druse neighborhoods.

Proposed utility tax reduction
could save millions, group says
By John Racine
Staff Writer
Illinois could save $525
million if a tax reduction
proposal on the March 20 ballot
calling for a 50 percent cut in
utility taxes is adopted, a
spokesman for the Coalition for
Political Honesty said.
Patrick Quinn, a member of
the group, said that voters
around t.he state will vote on the
measure, which would reduce
the state utility tax from 5 to 2.5
percent. The Coalition is
sponsoring the referendum.
Revenue generated by the
utility tax would be re~iaced by
c1osin~ three loopholes in the
state mcome tax code, Quinn
said, predicting that it would
save $325 million on the state
level and $200 million locally.
Those loopholes primarily
benefit multinational corporations and real estate
speculators, he said.
The act is likely to be voted on
by the General Assembly this
spring. It would end accelerated depreciation benefits
at the state level, repeal the
state investment tax which
takes effect this summer and
would prevent multinational
corpora tions from redirecting
incom~ made in Ulinois.
Murphysboro was among the
49 dowr.state communities to
vote on the measure before it
was removed from the ballot by
Jackson County Clerk Bob
Harrell.
Harrell said he decided to
remove the proposal after
reviewing a recent ruling by the
3rd District Appellate Court in
Ottawa concerning whether the
measure could be put on the
ballot in Will County.

The ruling states that th~
measure could not be on the
primary ballot if it had been
passed as a resolution by a
government board.
If it is put on the ballot by
petition it will not be affected by
the ruling, said Kelvin Hudson,
associate director of the state
Board of Elections.
Murphysboro Alaerman
David McDowell, who first
proposed the tax cut to the City
Council in January, said
Thursday that he will pursue
the restoration of the item to the
ballot.
Hudson said the decision does
not directly affect Murphysboro
and said it is likely the proposal
could still be add~ ~o the ballot.
Quinn said, "The fairest way
to grant tax relief is to reduce
the regressive utility tax." The
tax reduction would save
Illinois families $50 to $150
al'.nually, he estimated.
Under current law, 5 percent
of the revenue from electric,
gas and piione bills is turned

over to the state. The LaX IS
levied on local governments,
including school districts, he
said.
"The utility tax is a hidden
and runawar tax which goes up,
without legIslative oversight,"
he said. As a result, Quinn
added, state utility tax
revenues have doubled since
1978.

"By slapping a 5 percent
monthly tax on vital necessities
like heat, light and phone
service, the state has taken its
share of the tremendous increase in utility prices in the
past decade," he said.
Quinn said he does not believe
closing the three income tax
loopholes would scare away
industry. The utility tax is
particulary bad for the state
economic climate because it
increases the real cost of doing
business, he said.
"Why would a company leave
a state where it had 12 million
prospective customers?" he
asked.

Committee questions Meese
on discrimination., finances
WASHINGTON (Af)
Edwin Meese, President
Reagan's nominee for attorney
general, came under sharp
questioning Thursday from
senators concerned about his
commitment to ending racial
discrimination and whether he
would bP the president's or the
people's lawyer.
Partisan squabbling marked
the first day of the Senate
Judiciary Committee's hearing
on the nomination of Meese,
Reagan's counselor and close

friend, to replace Attorney
General William French Smith.
Mep.se pledged to pursue
"even-handed justice and equal
protection of the law for 1111
citizens regardless of rac~,
color, sex, creed, background
or economic circumstances."
Meese also said he would avoid
"partisan political activity" as
attorney general.
But the pledges failed to
satisfy Democrats and one
Republican, Sen. Charles McC.
Mathias of Maryland.

.News Roundup---.
Soviets to choose Parlimentarians
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Communist Party will be the
only party on Sunday's ballot when the nation votes for 1,500
deputies to 1.'1e Soviet Parliament that will sit for the next r ve
years. The two-chamber body, whose function is to approve
the decisions of the party. meets twice a year for one or two
days.
The speeches this month are being closely watched for any
clues to a change in Soviet policy since Konstantin U. Chernenko became general secretary. Chernenkc will hold his
constituency meeting in the Kremlin Palace of Congresses on
Friday.

Pentagon accused of coverup
WASHINGTON (AP) - An angry Senate committee
~hairman Thursday accused the Defense Department of
covering up defenlie contractors' waste and fraud by "muz·
zlir.g" a whistleblower who was ordered not to testify about
military auditing practices.
The complaint by Sen. William V. Roth Jr .. R-Del., came as
his Governmtnt Affairs Committee was told at a hearing that
the Defense Contract Audit Agency is tougher on its own
auditors than it is on the contractors it ii: supposed to monitor.

Group says gas decontrol favored
CHICAGO (AP) - Both Republica:ls. and one of the
Democrats seeking their rarties' Illinois senatorial
nomination favor decontrol 0 natural gas prices to some
extent, according to a survey by a lobbying group that flPPOSes
decontrol on grounds taat it would increase costs to consumers.
The Citizen-Labor Energy Coalition said Thursday that
DemocI'at Alex Seith and U.S. Rep. Thomas Corcoran, a
Republican, favor decontrol. Seith said this distorts his
position. Republican Sen. Charles Percy. the incumbe!l'
seeking to retain his seat, supports the current law, which v·,ll
lift new-gas controls but keep them on old .~as.
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Robert & Marsha Straube invite you to experience
the best in quality services with their Hair Lab Team.
Come in and see the new Spring-Summer looks for
'84 and receive a frr2e consultation for your individuallytailored style.

(Psalm 91)

THE HAIR LAB
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Moosehead Beer
6pks bottles
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Scotch
750ml
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Gordon's Vodka
750ml
1.75L

$4.15
$8.99
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Percy to visit Student Center,
speak at Lincoln dinner Friday
By John Racine
Staff Writer

U.S. Sen. Charles Percy, RIll., will meet with students and
speak at a Jackson County
Central Committee's Lincoln
Day dinner Friday at the
Student Center at the Student
Cent..r.
The three-term senator will
be the featured speaker at the
orgar;ization's fund-raising
dinner, which begins at 7 p.m.
in Ballroom D. Tickets are
$17.50 and can be purchased
from members of the Jackson
County Central Committee.
Percy will be welcomed at a
reception
sponsored
by
Students for Percy at 6 p.m. in
the Student Center Illinois
Room, said Matt McClure,
Percy's campus campaign
coordinator. The reception is
intended to acquaint students
with Percy, he said.
McClure said the meeting is
for students, and reporters will
be admitted on a space
availability basis.
Percy will meet with
reporters during a 3~minute
session in the International
Lounge immediately before the

dinner. !Hlid Bill Atwood,
downstate coordinator for
Percy's campaign.
Percy. who is chairman or the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, is facing U.S. Rep.
·Tom Corcoran, R-Ottawa, in the
March 20 primary.
Other political figures slated
for the evening's events include
state Rep. Ralph Dunn, R-Du
Quoin, who is running for the
state Senate seat in the 58th

=~o:o~art~;~nC:ltab~~~i

District, and Williamson
County State's Attorney Randy
Patchett, who is seeking the
seat held by U.S. Rep. Paul
Simon, D-Makanda. Both are
unopposed in the primary.
Atwood said that 22nd
Congressional
District

~~~~~~c:~~e~~~ !~~~~!~~

at the dinner. The convention
will be held in August in Dallas,
Texas.

SOUTH from Page 1
aside as an active candidate in
this presidential contest."
"It was one of the best
educati'lns I've ever had," he
added.
Hollings said he wasn't
certain which (,f the remaining
contenders he might support for
the nomination. "I won't be
bashful," he said, adding that
he wo'. old announce his choice at
the time of the South Carolina
ca .. ~uses on March 17.
"The usual statement is 'a
funny thing happened to me ('!'
the way to the White House, '
Hollings said. "Nothir.g happened to me on the way to tne

White HOUse."
Askew told reporters in
Miami that "I believe I succeeded in meeting all my goals,
yet I've not succeeded in
winning any votes."
The former governor said
lack of money was the big
reason forcing him out of the
race before his. home state
primary on March 13.
". think I could carry Florida,
but it would also require subexpenditures," Askew
:;aid. "It would put me into
substantial debt and I'm not
ready to do that."
"~antial

Museum, according to information released by Gray.
Chris Carpenter, Buzbee's
press aide, said Wednesday that
the voters of Southern Illinois
should not be satisfied ""ith
Gray's "partial disclosure."
Gray has made a "very
scattered, sketchy partial
disclosure. There are some
glaring omissions," Carpenter
said.
He said he questioned
whether Gray paid Illinois
income tax prior to 1982 as a
resident of West Frankfort.
Carpent~r said that Gray
declared his Illinois residency
from the ad1ress of a motel
owned by Gray Enterprises in
West Frankfort.
Carpenter said that while
Gray's report shows that Gray
EnterpriSes paid over $2,000 in
state taxes last year, it doesr;t
show any other years for which

G~~zg:!~~~eh~~t:r~~i assets
total $372.100, including the
income of his wife, Betty, a
teacher, and his liabilities total
$161,081.
In real estate, Buzbee's main
assets totaled $296,760, including his Makanda home
valued at $135,000, a $65,000
three-apartment house in
Springfield, two lots worth

$35,000, a retirement system
deposit totaling $46,760 and
personal property valued at
$13,000, his statement shows.
Buzbee and his wife have
$21,117 in their savings accounts, $23,006 in stocks and
bonds, $22,266 in life insurance
and personal accounts totaling
$8,951, according to his report.
In debts, Buzbee listed 3
$85,064 mortgage on his home, a
$40,881 mortga~e at the apartment in Springfield, and \wo
lots mortgaged at $10,752.
In notes and accounts
paY:lble, his debts total $24,384,
including accounts at banks or
credit unions in Carbondale,
Murphysboro, Springfield and
Sparta, his report said.
In 1973, Buzbee's first year as
senator, he earned $34,510,
including his income from the

~i~e's Mi~~~~e.Co~~ ~n!~~;

paid $4,986 in federal and state
income taxes that year, according to his statement.
Buzbee reported that from
1974 to 1m, his and his wife's
income averaged about $40,000,
including the senator's $23.000
salary. In state and federal
taxes, the Buzbees paid $13.742.
The family's income rose to
slightly over $40,000 in 1978 and
they paid $2,648 in taxes, his
report showed.
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Laws needed to stop
sex discrimination
WOMEN'S RIGHTS groups are again angry at President Reagan
- and rightly so.
The latest verbal assault on the White House came after the
Supreme Court ruled earlier this week that a college should not lose
all of its federal aid if it is found guilty of illegal sex dis(Timination
in a specific program.
In its narrow interpretation of what is known as Title IX of a 1972
federal law banning sex discrimination in colleges receiving federal
funds, the court ruled that sex discrimination in a program
warrants federal fWlding cuts only to that program.
THE REAGAN administration, while enforcing the 1972 law in a
case against a private liberal arts college in Pennsylvania, urged
the Supreme Court to adopt a narrow interpretation of Title IX. The
conservative court delivered, ruling that the law did not specify that
all federal funding would be lost to a college if isolated cases of
discrimination were proven.
The court's ruling shows UiE: need for passage of the Equal Rights
Amendment. Without a national anti-discrimination law, the
Supreme Court was able to narrowly interpret the meaning of the
Title IX legislation. If ERA had been on the books, such a ruling
would have been more difficult.
Women activists fear that the court's ruling may lead to cuts in
women's athletics scholarships and preferential treBtment for mer
in highly-eompetitive academic fields.
THESE ARE valid concerns. Not so long ago women on some
college campuses were barred from certain fields of study or wen.
required to pay higher tuition than their male counterparts. It was
also not so long ago that women athletes, from gracJe schools to
graduate schools, were forced to compete with substandard
equipment and only a handful of scholarships.
A return to these conditions is not inevitable, however. At SIU-C,
th(' University administration has said it will continue its commitment to provide equal opportunities for men and women on
campus. However, as Women's Athletics Director Charlotte West
noted, "It's nice to have the law behind you."
There's no reason why women shouldn't have the law backing
them. The Supreme Court didn't rule that a broader antidiscrimination bill would be unconstitutional - it simply ruled that
the wording of the present law didn't justify such a broad interpretation.
THI: COURT was doing its job: interpreting the law. The Reagan
administration was doing its job: enforcing the law. Now it's time
for Congress to do its job: legislate a new law - one that will make
it clear that any college which is found guilty of sexual
discrimination will lose all its federal aid.

Several legislators, from both parties, have already said they will
introduce such bills. Women's rights grou~ should now work for
support of those bills - enough support to WIthstand a potential veto
from President Reagan.
If equal opportunity is truly a national goal, passage of the bills
are necessary.

-~tters - - - - - - - - - - - -

MVC officiating utterly i1Jcompetent
Thank heavens the 1.983-84
Saluki basketball season has
just about come to an end! Now,
I say this not disparagingly visa-vis the accomplishments of
the fine Saluki squad. Rather,
my C1'Y is skywardly directed in
an effort to understand how our
athletes - as well as the other
"issouri Valley Conference
r ,undballers - have survived
the utter incompetence of officiating in the MVC.
Let's face it! To have watched this year's officiating
mishaps is to have witnessed
the Three Stooges taking a stab
at refereeing an NBA all-star
game. And just as the Stooges
would not be able to handle the
flying of the Doctor, the
dunking of Kareem and the
assistance of Magic, the MVC
refs have proven incupable of
controlling the rebounding of
the "X-man," the scoring of
Ricky Ross and slammin' of
Chris George. They have
relegated the MVC's players
into collegiate Darryl Dawkins'
who are continually being
fouled out of games.
When SIU-C played Wichita
State at home, the Salukis lost
almost their entire team to
fouls! Some valid, some unbelievable! Take Thursday
night's home finale against
Illinois State. The game was
riddled with 64 fouls, 39 on ISU
and 25 on SIU-C, and virtually
turned into a free-throw con·
test.

And it's not just the fouls that
one has to scoff at, it's the (jack
of) judgement call" which are
truly unreal! For example, why
not call Bernard Campbell for
carrying the ball (which he did)
at the beginning of the contest
vs. ISU instead of with 2:42 left
in the game and Southern losing
momemtum rapidly? Oh wt'll,
this is just one of many instances wherO!! all of us ha\'e
ripped at on!" scalps wondering
if there would ever be a hope in
the world of MVC officiating!
It's time for a solution to this
problem and I see this as being
three-fold: llThe Practical
Solution. 2)The Diplomatic
Solution. 3)The Miraculous
Solution.
.
Looking at the solution
practically simply means that
whenever the MVC refs muff up
at home, we have our National
Championship Football Salukis
sprint on to the court and
demonstrate to the crowd - on
the officials, of course - the
proper procedures for a

(;;1
Ll dJ
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forearm shiver or perhaps even
a clothesline tackle. Slightly
violent, '>ut nevertheless quite
effective!
Now diplomatically, it would
entail a conference between the
MVC and Coach Van Winkle,
Athletic Director Hartzog,
Chanc'~nor Shaw, President
Somit. Vice-President Swinburne et aI., and they would all
get together, introduce themselves, talk about their gait
games, break for lunch, tal\(
about golf, break for dinner,
recess until the next day
bla ... bla ... bla ... Well, one gets
the idea, right?
Finally, we need a miracle to
solve the insufferable plight of
the MVC official, who is turning
the conference games into a
proving ground for a human
demolition
derby.
Consequently, the only solution is to
call on our miracle worker! He
was called on to help upset
Wichita State and he came
through! Again!'t the ISU
Redbirds, he pull~ through and

~t~r~~~ at~l~~l~ti~ci~o~~
one and only Harry Hunter! He
came up with those two
miracles so maybe, just maybe,
he could somehow solve the
MVC officiating problem. Good
luck Harry, we know that you'll
think of something! And to all
the Salukis and coaches, thanks
for a great year and good luck
in the playoffs!-Mick Barens,
Carbondale

Reagan ranks in Democratic primary
THE NEW HAl\1PSHIRE
primary this week produced
some startling results, not the
least of which was the performance of Ronald Reagan.
Media attention to the
primary has focused on Gary
Hart's uoset of Walter Mondale,
and rightly so, but ther was
one interestmg SI<1eugnt that
was ignored that may have
some bearing on the political
mood of the country.
While it was not surprising
that Ronald Reagan walked
aw~with 97 percent of the vote

:as SO~~~a~'::krytiu!:

he finisbed fifth in the
Democratic primary, ahead of
Alan Cranston, Ernest Hollillg&
and Reuben Askew, and only a
few hundred votes behlDd
George McGovern and Jesse
Jackson.

CRANSTON, HOLLINGS and
Askew have wisely pulled out of
the race, perhaps realizin~ that

While thiS is a whimsical
suggestion, in the back of my
mind I wonder how close he
would come. Seriously. This
ought to scare the Democrats.
Reagan's fifth-place
Democratic finish (Actually, he
:e~~Ii~r~~ A.::!tl~:~~e~~Si~e . could still finish higher because
ballot, and he might have his vote total is based on 289 of
finished ahead of third-place 298 precincts. while all the other
John Glenn, or even higher. totals are based on the full 298.)
Maybe he was the alternative to shows the weakness of the
Walter Mondale Democratic Democratic Party and the
dissatisfaction Democratic
voters were looking for.
Staff Writer
voters feel toward the candidates their party is offering.
WITH A LITTLE forethought
if they couldn't beat the and planning, Reagan could
MANY OF the dissatisfied, in
president within the friendly have capitalized on the
confines of the Democratic prevailing mood of the voters in search of new ideas, have
turned in desperation to Gary
Party, they would certainly New Hampshire. He could still
Hart, who says he has them
have troub!.e in November's try to win. both parties'
aplenty. But I think they will
general ele.·tion. Jackson and nomination for president,
find that youth does not
McGovern may soon follow suit, tJ;.,.-eby eliminating the need for
necesarily mean new ideas and
taking some of the advice they an election in November. Since
Hart does not have anythnlg
so eagerly gave President he's running virtually unopReagan on Lebanon and posed for the Republican
new to offer, desl(lite his ciaims
"redeploying"
their can- I1t'mination, he'll have plenty of - at least nothmg a hundred
didacies.
time to campaign on the
other Democrats haven't
Reagan received 5,302, about Democratic side.
thought of already.
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5 percent, of the votes in the
Democratic primary. Considering he was not even on the
ballot (voters had to write in his
name) , this was not a bad
showing for a conservative

Rod Stone

Hart would be a frivolous
candidate for the Democrats to
nominate and would surely lose
badly in November, much like
his political mentor, George
McGovern, did in 1972. While
Mondale, judging from the
polls, would likely not fare
much better, at .least he's
perceived as a serious candidate.
Some point to Ted Kennedy as
an electable Democrat with new
ideas, but Kennedy has postponed another presidential bid
at least tmtil 1988 because he
knows the truth about the 1984
election: a Democrat is not
electable.
In fact,
the
Democrats could resurrect his
brflUler, John, and run him and
still lose in November.
Even if Ronald Reagan's
content
wlth
only
the
Republican nomination, the
resu:ts in New Hampshire must
have him happily looking forward to November.

-----------9[effe~-----------------------

HECKLERS
Well. once again the gurus of
moralitv have com(' down from
their mOuntain to eat at Taco
BnIJ and pronounce judgment
upon the "sinners" and the
"normal" of society. This time
the names they - choose to
assume are Keith Kouba and
David
Braasch.
lDaily
Egyptian. Feb. 21) I also was at
Taco Bell on the night you were.
But mv sentiments are closer to
those - expressed by Paula
Dreher on the behavior of a
group of males toward the
restaurant's gay clientele.
Mr. Kouba. men dressed in
women'~ clothing probably do
know they will be hassled by an

uneducated public. It doesn't
m('an they go looking for it. It·s
merely a sad fact they've
realized in years of trying to be
themselves. Transvestites go to
Taco Bell to eat tacos. not to
hear your barbs or <'pinions of
their clothes. makeup or sexual
orientation.
I am no biblical scholar and I
:lon't believe there is a
definition of normal, but I
:ecognize the qualities of a
decent human being. When I'm
at work, I'd rather serve 10
polite tranvestites than one
egotistical,
judgmental,
heckling, heterosexual male.
And. Mr. Braasch, in using

Taco Bell incident draws fire
the Bible'q condemnation of
homosexuality as justirication
for joining the attack against
these men, you do Christianity
wrong. If you are a Christian
and you believe these men are
sinners condemned hy God, why
not talk to them of salvation.
Jesus did not join in the stoning
of the adultress. He picked her
up out of the dirt and forgave
her. It was those who judged for
whom Jesus had harsh words.
Why is it that in sup~rting
our faith in God we continue to
justify crushing others? We've
done it to Indians, blacks and.
now, homosexuals. Here's the

No right to impose opinions
This letter is addressed to
David Braasch. a'~thor of a
letter appearing in the Feb. 21
issue of the Daily Egyptian. It
concerns the "Incident at Taco
Bell" case.
Do you, Da~'id Braasch, think
it is one of vour "mdlvldual
rights" ~o puhlicly force your
opinion on people because of
their sexual choice~ I gather
you do. Then why not their
ethnic backgrounds': Or how
about their religion~ Or skin
color"
You say you believe in
"choice: sexual or not." How

could this be, if you are condemning somebody because of
their sexual choice?
You also try to hack up your
convictions by implying that
God is behind you. I often find
that people who say tbey have
God on their side (Remember
the Moral Majorit~'?) are
frequently looking fo; a cheap
rationalization. In en .. ;:t. you
are saying, "God has condp.mned
homosexuality;
~nerefore, I have the right to
harass
and
condemn
homosexuals." Well, I don't
profess to know the Bihle very

~ewpomt----

well, hut let me paraphrase a
couple of passages that you
must have overlooked: ",Judge
not, lest you shall be judged,"
and "Let he who is without sin
cast
the
first
stone."
Remember, God is the final
judge. He doesn't need your
help.
It's ahout time you learned,
David Braasch. that everhody
has the right to their own
opinion; nobody has the right to
force it on somebody else. And
:lon't try to hide behind God
when you dO.-David E.
Daniels, Junior, Journalism

______________~

Clothes, attitudes changing
"AMERICA has style. It
has taste. And it knows a good
drag queen when it ~-es one."
That is how Boy George,
the ... uh ... flamboyant lead
singer of the pop group
Culture Club accepted tbeir
Grammy Award Tuesday
night for best new group.
Standing b;side Joar . .ivers
(and looking better, , 3hould
add), Boy had reached the
pinnacle of musicdom, and he
accepted the honor of world's
most popular tranvestite with
honesty and class.
And then we have Annie
Lennox. The usually wicked
vamp in the red butch
stepped onto the Grammy
stage to do a song with her
grou{l. the Eurythmics,
sportmg sideburns and a
greased-back Elvis' do. I'm
sure more than one farmer in
mid-America thought she
was a he until John Denver
clued them in.
IF THE Grammys are any
indication, modern society is
changing its clothes. I'm not
saying that anytime soon
Ronnie Reagan is going to
sJip into something sexy say a transparent penoir and
red spike heels but just
that if the youth of today
looks toward pop music idols
as models for their lives,
things are going to be pretty
wild by tbe time 1990 rolls
around.
Look at this. In 1964 the
Beatles hit America with
their bangs threatening to
hide their eyes: Kids followed
suit. In '68 Jagger was
strutting around in less than
mascuiine
arraymenl:
BIllowing
sleeves
and
~\ephant
bell
bottoms
~me vogue.

!~cr1r~b~~e i~f f:~ter::~iv:

Jeff Wilkinson
Staff Writer
music became more blurr~
than ever. By 1975 David
Bowie was flaunting his
bisexuality and wearing
garbs best suited for Garbo.
Kiss was cornering the
market in makeup and
Sylvain Sylvain, David
Johansen and the rest of the
New York Dolls were turning
heads and stomachs all over
America.
But, at least in the eyes of
the public, all these glitterrockers were just flaunting
femininity as a joke for
publicity, to sell albums. The
high schcolers scraped up $60
and bought 6·inch platforms,
flirted with makeup and
generally upset their parents
with weird haircuts - all in
good fun.
But then 1979, the heyday of
punk, and things got serious.
Women cut gashes out of
their hair, wore leather
jackets and donned outfits
that would scare the hell out
of James Dean. Sexual mores
in pop music became
nonexistent, and the kids,
once
again,
imitated.
Mohawks can now be seen in
junior high schools. Enough
said.
Til AT 81UNtiS us back to
Boy George arid Annie.
Judging by tbe letters to the
t.'dilor on this page, universal

reality. Still, the Grammys
did show a trend toward this
end.
Iftbe trend continues, don't
be surprised if the drag shows
at Mainstreet East, which the
manager said draw the
largest straight crowd, start
spreading outside of the
cf';lfines of alternative entertainment. La Cage Aux
F"lIes. an all-male musical
comedy about transvestites.
has already been a hit on both
Broadway and in the movie
theaters.
BUT WIiATabout the kids?
How is the advent of Boy
George going to affect their
perceptions
of
their
sexuality? I mean. in the mid70s many high school kids had
Bowie haircuts, but I don't
think they wanted to go to bed
with him.
And those teenagt' girls
who scream at the foot of the
stage as Bpy shuffles in a
kimono beiore tbem, are they
responding to a cool tune on
the stereo, or are they
responding to Boy George, as
they responded to McCartney
and Jagger -- sexually'? Or
maybe they just like hIS
clothes.
I'm not going to pretend to
know tbe answer. Perhaps
women are attracted to men
who look more like women
It"rince, Michael Jackson,
Boy George, etc.) because
many women think of
themselves in terms of Annie
l~nnox, not t~ traditional
male-dominated female.
They find the macho image
Ics.o; ltldn desir-dble in men.
To tell the truth, I can't
imagint,
Boy
Gcorgl'
dominating anything, unl.-ss
IIf course wc'n' talking about
pop rt.-cord charts.

revelation though, Mr. Kuuha
and
Mr
BraaSCh.
in
Christianity, the pE'rsecuted
have the same God as their
persecutors. and through
history God has rarely sided
with tho; odds-on favorite to win
I find it hard to helieve
anyone would refer to (,od's will
and claim a philosu"hy of
. 'morality is at the top of
hierarchy of ideals." while
joining a 2 a.m. pang of redeyed hecklers in a public
establishment. I only hope. for
your sake Mr. Braasch, that the
general studies logic course is
not one eliminated in the recent

cutback proposals.
(luit spouting pasteoflard
morality. If you really want to
he wise. come down off your
mountain of ~solation and try to
understand peGple who arp
different from you. I'm nr.t
telling you to heleive they are
-igh l , ju~l season your tough
exterior with some tolerance.
It's a much more intelligent
approach than voicing an
opinion in such a rude and
obnoxious manner that you
offend not only the "offe'lders"
of your morality, but employees
and other customers in a public
place.-C.K, Clausen, Gra .... uate
StUdent, English

Unexercised freedom worthless
As an individual whose
dressing habits have been upon
occasion a little out of the ordinary. I must. as Mr. Kouba,
might say, "put this into perspective a little more clearly."
Not having been in Taco Bell at
the time of the heckling incident. I can say nothing of the
merits or the lack of merits of
the case. I do wish to step out of
the context as such and speak to
some larger issues.
First, Mr. Kouba seems to
imply that people receiving
more than their fair share of
attention deserve abuse. Much
the same argument has been
used to justify murder, rape.
and other forms of brutalitv:
"We were provoked". She

asked fOf it ... " The argument is
absurd. mean spirited and
merits no more attention.
Second. Mr. hOUOO has fallfn
victim to thf! equally abSUfG
notion that freedom is to De
valued so long as it is not
exercised. In America, the
argument goes, we all have the
right to be like everyone else.
Finally. I must state
parenthetically :hat I am
neither gay nor a transvestite
Yet. given the choice between a
world in which there was onl\'
women's clothing and one in
which there were only T-shirts
and blue jeans. I'd have no
trouble choosing the former.Robert :'10. Seely. Speech
Communication

Hecklers' actions were appalling
I was appalled by the letters
from Keith Kouba and David
Braasch in the Daily Egyptian
of Feb. 21. These letters, filied
as they were with blatant
rationalizations, show how far
people will go to justify their
intolerance and immaturitv.
To whitewash his actions.
Braasch wrongly invokes the
First Amendment right to
freedom of speech. maintaining
that he and other hecklers were
merely
"voiCing
their

opinions." Freedom of spee-=h
does not include the freedom to
harass. the freedom to abridge
the rights of others.
;\Is. Dreher's letter of Feb. 1•.
demonstrated the admirable
Voltairean .,axim. "Tolerate
everything except intoleran~e"
houba. Braasch. and the
hecklers the,' defend clearl\'
ha\'e vet to learn the \'irtue of
toleration.-Dan Gunlt'f,
Editorial .\ssistant. l·nh·ersit\·
.
Pft'SS

Scripture-quoting unimpressive
In reference to 1\)r. Braasch's
(o'eb. 15 letter to the editor. it
never ceases to amaze me how
many people still find it
necessary to ,;it in judgement.
You were quick to cut down
Miss Dreher's ref('rence to God
by r('sponding with ..... obviouslv vou have not read. or
have - simply ignored your
.~criptures. for God clearly
c('ndemns h(,;nosexuality." Ah.
if life was so simpl(' that we
could all just sit back and let
such thought-provoking words
fall from pur mouths.
For everY one letter like Miss
Drehers printed, ther('are Ihrt't'
like yours -. simpiy supporting
your bciiers with such fet'ble
and emply reasoning as
" ... because it says so in tht'

Bible."
Do us all a favor next time-.
and us(' ,"our God·gil·en gift to
think and reason for ,·ourself.Kord Hamilton, FrE'shman.
SpE'l'ial Edul'ation'

Moral persecution;
The- th('sis of Da\'id Braasch's
Feb. ~I letter seems to be that
hE'l'kling trans"('stites is 3n
expression
of
morali ty
Lebanon. Iran. F.J- Sah·ador.
Nicaragua - persecution and
pr('judic(' ar(' usuall,· justifi('d
on the- t..a~<is of some kind of
"lIlora Iity . Trying to help kl't'~'
the flames burning at honte.
Da"id"-)laria Erickson.
:-;"lIior, ('int'ma Production

Tranvestites enjoyed attention
Wl' would like to repl~' 10 Ihe
leUer. "Hecklers should grow
up," written by Paula Dreher
which appear('(i in the Feb. 15
Daily Egyptian. We. along with
ti,,, "20 to 25 imm'lture m<lIt'S"
Wl'rt' pn'st'nl al Tal'o Bl'1I on Ih,'
Jllllrninj! IIf fo'l'll. :1.
As snnn as \\'l' walk"rl in. till'
rirsllhinj! III,' Ill'h IIUI' ,'y" las il
wlluld h;IVl' ;m\'(llw'sl was a
Irans\'l'sl ill'. Tliis pt'l'sun W;IS
p,'rl'lwd lin Ihl' h;1l'k uf a l'IIair
pulting nn a shllw fill' all uf us
011111 \'olunh'l'ring IIIfurmatilln
1111

III,'

SI'l(\Iai pn'fl'n'Ill'I'S

thaI

hI' ;lJl,1 his frit'nds shaFt'd.
Just fmlll til\' \\ ay Ih,'y \\ ,'Ft'
adin!! it was pl'lin 10 l'l'l' that
thl'Y Wl'Fl' l'nj(lyiJl!! till' al
I ,'ntioll ~ AI (1111' pllinl "Ill' .,f til\'
hum,";""I!"I,. "pit a snft drink "11
1lI1l' 11ll' !lIlYS th,'n' "nu ,'an'l
realh lll'\i('\'l' Ihat Ihis IS
malui'I': II isn't fail' h' pul all
Ih,' hlaHIt' .111 "Ilt' sid(' Till'
hl'11111S"XIIOI\" \\ .'n' .",tim: I11S1
as ;"ll\latllr"'~
-C;\t·j",a
I\r.utham. Fr.'shman, I'n'!;I\\

:md I,,'i~h 1..IIIj!hlill, Fn'shman.
Edul'ation

Etnbryo transfer regulations
may hait tnedical breakthrough
CHICAGO (AP) - Legal
problems might hinder use of
the human embryo transfer
procedure that recently enabled
a California woman to be the
first to bear a baby from a
fertilized egg donated by
another woman, a law professor

sa~ine states have broad la\l"~
governing fetal research th..t
could be interpreted as
prchibiting the transfer of a
Fertilized egg, says Grace Gam
BllJ!1lbe~ of the University of
Cahforma School of Law in Los
Angeles.
Ms. Blumberg sairl that,
though the U.S. constitution

fr~~~~'~ ~~~ep!~f~c~~~:

laws that coull be stumbling
blocJ:s to embryo t(,",dnsfer.
ILi.n~is is the only state
sp.!clflcally regulating the
f',rtilization of an egg outside
~ le body of the woman who
<>ears the chilli, she said. But
the statute only outlines who is
rE'sponsible for the care of
c':lildren from "in vitro," or test
tube. fertilization.
~wrence Sucsy. chairman of
Fertility & Genetics Reseal'('h.
Inc.,
which
financed
deyelopment of th~ procedure,
said Thursday he IS confident
the courts will protect the
process.
"This procedure is

~

w

lit.

parallel of artificial insemination," Sucsy said in a
telephone interview. "If a
couple is infertile, and it's the
ma~'s problem, one of the
optiOns IS to use an artificialinsemination donor. It has
never previously been ~sible
to do the female Pl'rauel. But
now we've done that.
"Existing law. which was not
drafted with ovum transfer in
mind,
presents
two
r,roblems," Ms. Blumberg said.
'Who is the legal father and
who is the legaf mother of the
ovum transfer child?"
In most cases, there would be
no dispute - the man who
provided the sperm would be
the father. His partner, the
woman who received the fer·
tilized egg, would be tht>
mother. she said.
But what if the donor refused

to give up the fertilized egg? Or
the genetic father of the child
turned out to be the donor's
husband or bovfriend rather
than the man -who provided
sperm?
:'Such possibilities are. admlttedly, somewhal :emote and
can be guarded against by
careful selection and counseli"t\
of ovum transfer partiCipants, '
Ms. Blumberg s8Jd.
"Nevertheless, two patterns may give rise to such
claims," she said: husbands
may disclaim a child born with
mental or physical defects· or
a woman donating an egg may
threaten to retain the embryo
when ;;he intended parents are
much wealthier than she is.
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March 23 - $14.50 & 12.50
This revival of Irving Berlin's
ever-popular battle between the s~xes
is like none you've ever seen before!
The t.aditional score has been recharted to give it a contemporary
country flavor, and wiil feature
country-western stars HELEN CORNELIUS and DAVE ROWLAND.
Backed by their own bands, Helen
and Dave v,,'il! deliver a sparkling
combination of music, comedv and
romance as Annie Oakley lear~~ she
"can't get a man with a gun."

.....(5:00 1HS)7:OO••:00

s.t.&IooK. 1:00. 3:00
7:00••:00

~.'-: :::.::~-:::-::O

TONIGHT
7&9pm
$1.00
Fourth Floor Video
Lounge. Student Center

13.13.
March 29 - $14.50 & 12.50
Quite simply, the greatest blu::!s
guitarist of all time. When the "King
of the Blues" cradles Lucille in his
arms and walks into the spotlight,
you know you're ~wing to h.~ar the
blues at their absolute best! ~n the
last 30 years B.B. King h ..'s played
more than 9,000 com_'<!rts, spreading
the gospel of the blues throughout
the world. In 1979 he led '1 concert
tour of Russia where scalpers
charged as much as $125 a ticket to
see the legendary bluesman.

MARCH 1, 2, 3, 8:00 p.m.
MA~CH 4, 2:00 p.m.

Mcleod Theater Box Office ~=~) ctr::
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not miss this opportunity to see and hear one.
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tc of the most brilliant chamber orchestro.s in the world . .M
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Ministers boost crusade
against topless taverns
EAST ST. LOUIS (API Ministers who want to cl"se
bars t~at feature topless
dancers are considering
publicizing the names of people
who frequent such taverns.
The Rev. Norman Owens.
chairman of the East 51. Louis
Ministerial Alliance. said the
preachers aN' thinking about
making a list of the lirense
plates of cars parked in the
tavern lots and" then making
public the owners' :lames.
First. though, the preachers are
checking a lawyer about the
legality of lhe plan.
The numbt'r of topless bars
has grown since last year. Just
two yeal'!' ago, the town had no
such taverns. Last year.
though. some bars began
featuring topless dancers either
full time or on nights when
business was slow.
The preachers also intend to
seek city ordinances limiting
dancers' performances.
Owens said such taverns
degrade the city at a time when

~mc

it cannot afford more problems.
"A lot of people believe it's a
bad climate for the city." he
said. "They attract drugs.
alcoholism. trouble-makers,

fc:n:tv;ole~~s~lo~~rt~e~~ a
"We're convincet! there's a
conspiracy to cause a total
decline of the city so the

PAUL

NtwMAN

~~araC~~I~~dt~~~~n~~:k i~~r. h~
said. "It's not hard to see
there's a plan to cause the
demise of the city socially.
economically and politically."
Among the city's nightclubs
that iid\'ertise topless dancers
on their marquees is The Rose,
Owncr Raoul W. DeLorenzi said
his establishment does not hurt
the city's morals because 90
rr~~e~~t o~f ~~~~stomers are
He has good security guards,
he 'laid. and never has had any
trouble at his bar. "We never
have to call police," he said.
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UDUCED 'RfCES fOt STUDENTS .. 51. CITIZfNS WITH "MC CAtD,
M"TlNUS .. TWI·UTI SHOW liMITED TO SEATING. S'fC1AI ENGAGEMENTS UCIUDE
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Rape, violence victim,s
get help from progranl

History week slated
to recognIze women
~

By Dean Jones
S&aff Writer

Southern Illinois' observance
of Nationa1 Women's History
Week, March 4-10, will begin at
a rect'Ption, co-sponsored by the
Holiday Inn and the Women's
IflStory Week Committee, from
2 to 4 p.m. Sunday at the Carbondale Holiday Inn.
Mayor Helen Westberg is
scheduled at 3 p.m. to announce
names of 10 Southern Illinois
Women of Distinction from
among 19 women nominated. A
panel of judges selected the
women in categories that included the arts, education,
SJKI!1s. politics, volunteer work,
businesS and professional, and
noo-traditiona1 occupations.
Wumers of an essay contest,
sponsored by the Carbondale
Jaycees on U:e topic "Notable
Women in Southern Illinois
History,"
will
also
be
recognized. Contestants are
from Lincoln Junior High
School, Carbondale Community
High School and John A. Logan
College, in Carterville.
Musical entertainment and
refreshments will be provided
at the reception and a cash bar
will be available.
The celebration of Women's
History Week will continue with
a variety of events scheduled to
recognize the contributions and

achievements of Southern
Illinois wOIPc!n of the past and
present. All are open to the
public.
A quilt show Legins Monday
at the University Mall with
Quilts on rlisplay through
Sc,.~urday, when cash prizes of
$50, $30 and $20 will be awarded
to ,hnners determined by
publi.: ballot.
At 7 p.m. Monday in the
Morris Library Auditorium, the
SIU-C
Women's
Studies
Department will sponsor
"HerStory: Films by and About
Women," a program of free
films focusing on the variety of
women's
historical
ex-

~~!d~J:i\0 101l~~C~!i~enit~
At 11:30 a.m. Tuesday, the
Church of the Good Shephard in
Carbondale and the Lelgue of
Women Voter's of Jackson
County will feature a program
at the church titlet.l "Marital
Laws in Illinois: Should They be
Changed?" The program will
be repeated at 9:30 p.m.
Saturday at the Carbondale
Public Library.
And from 8 to 9 p.m. Tuesday,
the American Association of
University Women will present
"Dialol!ue of Two Women,"
featuring speakers Pat Benziger and Betty Fladeland, at
the sm Faculty Club.

throughout childhood. She was
raped again at age 26. tried to
commit suicide several times
DIMONDALE, Mich. IAP)- and became dependent on
Rape victim Caroline MacKay drugs.
says being the first patient in
"I had no identity. I seemed
the
Victims
Assistance
P>:ogram at St. Lawrence to be an extension of other
Hospital was "the best ex- people," Ms. MacKay said
Wf'anesday. "Most of the
perience of my !ife."
"We're trying to treat victims therapists I saw didn't want to
of del'L.'!rate human trauma. talk about the incestuous in·
These dre the people whom cidents. "
society has let down." said
She event""" was referreti
psychiatrist Frank Ochberg,
~l the Lansing
director of the program he say!' to Ochbe
is the nation's first to provide hospi ta I's Stress Reduction
Center.
Ochberg
is medical
residential treatment for victims of all types of violent director of the 50-bed center,
which
occupies
a
wing of a
crime.
"The government spend.> nursing home on 80 acres of
billions oi dollars on treating land in rural Dimondale. The
criminals, and where does that Victims Assistance Program,
which began uperating about
leave the victim?" he said.
Ms. MacKay, 40, is one of three weeks ago, is one of four it
offers.
those victims.
She said she was raped by her
The regimen of two to three
stepfather when she was 4 years weeks emphasizes fitness.
old and abused by her mother education and therapy.
By .Jacquelynn Boyle

or the Associa\ed Press

"Their
Histories,
Our
Stories" is the program of the
Women's Caucus, set fQr noon
to 1 :~O p.m. Wednesday in the
Student Center Thebes Room
and featuring journalism
faculty
member
Sharon
Murphy. Murphy will discuss
women in communications and
the challen~es and limitations
of women in the male
dominated field.
Thursday is International
Women's Day and a reception
sponsored by SIU-C International
Services
is
scheduled for 4 p.m. in Woody
Hall.
Women in Internationa~
Development will sponsor a
film-()iscussion from 7:3Q to
9:30 p.m. Thursday in Woody
Hall BI30. The film is titled
"Andean Women" and focuses
on Bolivian women's lives.
The selection of 'he Southern
Illinois Woman of the Year will
highlight the second annual
Women's Day at the University
Mall Saturday. Other activities
planned for the day-long event
!Dclude the presentation of
awards to the Southern Illinois
Women of Distinction, booths
by women's groups and
orgallizations focusing on their
histories, seminars, the an-

~~~~~~~e~tn~f lr~~t cC:::~~f~
throughout the tlay.
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'Which is the best time you've had ot Fred's?"
"The last time I was there!"
"How lang has if been?"

Cure Your Cabin Fever at FRED'S.

This Fridays special event: SILVER DUST
SATURDAV: tUT & RUN COUNTRY BAND WITH
Woyn9 "The fjdd/erman" Higdon.
TO RI:SlRVE A TABLE CALL 549.1221

MOUING THIS SUMMER SALE
BIG REDUCTIONS

the theater
will not want to miss anything as brilliant as 'The Dresser'"
-Rex Rud, NEW YORK POST

'''The Dresser' has been directed
with immense affection for actors
and acting by Peter Yates. Albert
Finney and Tom Courtenay, two
terrifically giftedJ'erformers, have
an actor's fiel dav with the aid
and affection of the writer and
the director."
-Vincent Canby, NEW YORK TIMlS

•
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COLUMBIA PlCTl'RlS ..........
"CotOCa£ST filMS-WORLD rllM 41ER",ICEs P'RO(1lT TlO~
A PtTn tAnS-RONALD HARWOOD filM

SImi...

ALBERT FINNEY· TOM COURTENAY

lWiJiiiiJTll~51111S~

•

....1III1 . . . . . . . .'.SUnl'lll' ..

•

Q

-THE DRESSEIt- EDWARD FOX • lENA WALKER
EILEEN ATKINS' MICHAEL GOUGH ' CATHRYN HARRISON

~k CPmpwHby JAMES HORNER A.... i"t. Pro.fuc:f1'NlGtl WOOll '"",,"xt"'" ~IRMr ~TI rHf!\ LRIMI't
5c ........., .....ONAlDHARWOODP""'x04mdD"..Md .... I'(TlRUU_

SIU Arena
453-5341

THE DRESSER
c..... •

I ... COL~I'C~lIIIIIIuttNtoOlllC

.WEEKDA YS 5:oo,7:10,9:2U SAT & SUN 2:30,5:00,7:10,9:20

•

_

Being a "aline Corps Officer can open Ihe d(l()r to opportl.lnilif.'S you
• Free ci\i~an ~ing 1l'S,'iOns
may h:n'l' though! were ~ond }llur reach. II helped Maline Officer
• :\ slarting saJaJ)' of more than $1-,000
Charles Bolden oc'Come a ~A$A ;L'ilrnnaut. And if ~uu're \\illing tf. make
the commitment, il could help ~llU aI..'iO. You can gel slarled while you're Immediatr~· upon grJdualion }UU could become a ~Iarine Officer. Irs
in coUege with our undergraduate officer commissioning program. You
your choice. ~I~be }llU're the kind of man we'w looking for.
could take w'aIltage of getting:
~-----:'--.--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---.
• $100 a month while in school
• Freshmen and Sophomores train
during Iwo six-week summer ses.~ions
each p-~ing more Ihan SIHIO
• juniors Irdin in one len-week summer
ses.~ion and earn more Ihan 51900

JJewant]pu
togoasTar
asyoucan.

MaybeJ'fJU can be one ofas.

See your officer selection officers, Capt Boyd or Gunnery ISgt Gray at
the Student Center March 5 W 6 or caB J14-26.J-5817 collect
t'
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Game rangers hunt poachers
with aid of tips from hotline
8y Darren HiI,'Jek
Student Writer

A poacher doesn't kill an
animal to feed his family, according to Lt. Frank Johnson of
the Region 5 of the Illinois
Department of Conservation.
More likely, he said, a
poacher driv~ a $1<i,OOO vehicle
and has an expensive gun.
"Poaching for meat is a thing
of the past," Johnson said. "It
may have been true of poaching
several years ago, but not with
the economy the way it is now.
Welfare and food stamps could
feed them better."
KiIling animals illegally has
been a problem for years in
Southern minois, Johnson said.
In January, the Conservatiol!
Department made 368 arrests
for vlolations of fish and wildlife
regulations. Forty-three arrests
were made in Region 5, which
includes Carbondale.
Department spokesmen said
most of those arrests were for
poaching,
although
the
department's records do not
categorize types of violations.
In an effort to combat the
problem, the Conservation
Department has set up a Tar~et

Illinois Poachers Hotline.
Th" purpose of the hotline (]o
800-252-0163) is to allow the
public to qu: ;kly report incidents of illegal killings to the
Conservation Department in
Springfield. The case is then
referred to a local office for
further investigation.
"We ltave a few cases in the
courts now." said Jennifer
Breedlove, coordinator of the
hotline.
The hotline, which has been in
effect since Jan. 1, is a step in
the right direction, Johnson
said.
"People are more likely to
report sumethmg if they think
they won't be identified,"
Johnson said. "And if the public
doesn't condone it, it won't
happen."
The public's help is needed to
combat poaching, he said.
While there is no typical
poacher, rarely is the meat
used for survival. Sometimes
the poacher even makes money,
Johnson said.
"Sometimes a restaurant will
buy meat from a poacher,"
Breedlove said, "or a person
will pay the poacher so they can
have a really good rack for the

'83 traffic toll down,
safety council reports
CHICAGO (AP) - The
number of deaths on the
nation's roadways dropped 4
percent in 1983 to 44,300, a
decrease of 1,700 from the
previolls year. according to
preliminary statistics compiled
by the i'Oational Safety Council.
Brabara
Carraro,
the
council's supervisor of .notor
vehicle statistics, said Thursday it was "too early to pinpoint exactly why the drop
happened.
"When we get a complete and
appropriate breakdown for the
numbers. when", e sort out how
most of the deat',s occurred. we
~~~~ia~t a better indication,"
The highest yearly total of
traffic deaths for which the
council has statistics was in
1972. when 56.278 people died in
traffic accidents. The 10WE'st

total was in 1925, when 21,900

walL"
Deer and fur-bearing animals
are among the most frequent
victims of poachers. Because of
migration, bird poaching is
harder to keep track of,
Breedlove said.
A poacher may be someone
who not only kills without a
license or out of seaS<ln but who
aiso exceeds kill limits.
A person found guilty of
poaching may be fined $100, but
the judge has the option to increase the penalty, Breedlove
said. In Region 5, $5,385 in fish
and wildlife fines were levied
during January. However,
some of the!';e fines may reflect
offenses that aren't strictly
poaching-related, such as
transporting a gun without a
case.
Johnson had no stereotype of
a poacher.
"I think lots of the time
poachers are a group of guys
sitting in a bar who start talking
and pretty soon they're trying
to see if they can get thems('lves
a dee.," Johnson said. "It
seems like it's just a game for
some people."
Breedlove said poachers have
one thing in common.
"Poachers are people with a
disregard
for
the
environment," she said. "They're
people who either don't understand or don't care about.
game mana~ement."

LA ROMfrS PIZZA
* Delivery Specie;. *
Coke FREE
6401. Coke FREE
with delivery of large or X-large pizza
]201.

with delivery of small or med. pizza
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statistical
data stretching back to 1913,
when it estimates that about
6.800 people died in traffic
accidents. Carraro said that
abo!.!t 2.9 million cars used the
nation's roadway then, compared with about 167.7 million
now.
The 1983 total was low
compared with recent years,
she said.
The council has cited several
factors for declining deaths in
recent years, among them
increased public awareness oi
the dangers as~ociated with
drinking and driving; tougher
laws to punish drunken drivers;
mandatory child safety-seat
laws; increased use of seat
belts, and a 55 mph speed limit.

STATE
SENATE

'84

A BARGAIN HAIRCUT
IS NO BAR GAINIF YOU DON'T LIKE IT!

-A FRIEND OF WORKING PEOPLE
-A SOUND APPRU;4CH TO ECONOMIC
PROBLEMS
-A STRONGER SUPPORT FOR
EDUCATION
-A REALISTIC PLAN FOR ILLINOIS
COAL
.
-A KNOWLEDGABLE \':lICE FOR
STATE EMPLOYEES
-A SPOKESPERSON FOR THE NEEDS
Of SENIOR CITIZENS
~

West Roads
"Westroads. more

than just another liquor mort"

Murdole Shopping Center. Corbtmdale· 529·1721

Open till Midnight Friday, Sah;;-day
Sale Good March 2·4

Capta n
Morgan

Miller

Busch

Spiced Rum

6pk 120z NR'.

1

..
!

Maybe you need to develop a
more discriminating nose/or fine
styles.

~

Campus Shopping Center
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549.MANE

750m'

2 Liter.

1(J$3

69

120~

can.

$499

Old
MllWauk. . Coca-Cola
12pk 120z can.

6pk

Tuborg
6pk 120z HR'.

Educaiion"cite(f;~'important

in helping Third World women
By Joyce Vonderheide
Staff Writer

To change the status of
women in developing countries,
successful women must serve
as role models and education
must be made available at
times when women can participate.
Those were some of the
guidelines offered by Elmer
Clark in his lecture, "1mp!"oving the Status of Women in
the Third World: A Challenge to
Adult Educators."
Clark,
professor
of
educational leadership,
presented the findings of his
research to the Women's
Caucus meeting Thursday.
"The educational status of

:~~eI7k:~~?'a~~: :id~ot

as

programs are needed to aid
people beyond normal school
age
who
have
missed
educational opportWlities.
"Successful
women
educators must be placed in key
administrative and teaching
positions so as to raise the
aspiration levels of women
students," Clark said. "Women
do not have role models ..
He added that textbv"ks in
adult education programs
should be free of sex bias and
programs must be offered at
times and places which accommodate women. These are
areas that will be easier to
chan~e, Clark said.
Objectives of education
orovrams must bp directed

•

'-.

HAPPrHOUR

toward cultural change and
women must be included in
national development planning,
Clark said. Men have been the
ones who have done educ .. tional

354 Drafts (4-8)
8~CL.rE

PI~·':!~e· sexes should b.. involved in the educational
p,rocess of women," he said.
'We need men who are
dedicated to the education of
women."

75~ SPEED filLS

S1 .00 CflLL UaOOR
S1.25 PREMIOM CflLL

~~~aJ\5

Instructional media such as
radio programs and audio
cassette tapes, which are easily
adaptable to nlTal and poverty
areas, shO~jd be utilized, Clark
said. Women could listen to
programs while they work on
thp farm.

o

tit~~~U!fl\ ;en~:r~I~}~i~~Jtat~
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BIG LIE-With a few
variations, the old excuses work
well. Your roommate ate your
notes. How can you possibly
take a test when the nuclear

SUNDAY
6

....

b- -

mE OLD SHEIJ. GAME-This one
is tons of fun. but you won't

.

probably
lonelyin
and
a
little kindness
thelooking for
academic world. A sure betoffer to type his thesis. Record
Bar knows he'll be charttable.

A fihn by Andrzej Wajda
(Man of Marble, Ashes and
DIamonds)

PlNBAU

flOCK VIDEOS
BUMPmPOOlJ

ACE
YOUR
MID-TERMS
0R
64t

BRIBERY-Face it. $6.49 isn't much
no matter how mb'<lger your
professor's present salcny
However, a well intentioned gift
of the new Eurythmics' album.
"Touch", may sway the TA He's

enough to stop It.

.

HOW
TO

females, because men are more
likely to become employed, and
that teaching methods are not
favorable to women. Women in
rural areas do not have the free
time for education because they
are needed to work the land, he
said.
"WI>ile there have been some
indications of improvement in
the status of women in certain
countries," Clark said, "the
overall assessment still is that
little progress has been made
by women in respect to
education. "
Clark said that particular
attention needs to be given to
women in rural areas and areas
of extreme poverty by using a
basic needs approach.
"If economic growth is to be
significant, there must be an
im~rovement in the standard of
livmg of the mllst disadvantaged group in the community," Clark said.
General education programs
can improve a person's lot in
life, Clark said. These

turned Into a reI!JI of terror.
And only one man was strong

-PlUI-

RECORD BAR'S GUIDE TO TACTICAL SCHOLASTIC.

change than teaching methods,
Clark sa:d, adding that
educators have to be reali'>tic
and und{:rstand that some
changes v.ill take more time.
Clark said that research
shows
that
women
in

The French Revolution had

•

anns race is heating up. A
shadowy figure liberated your
take home exam In the name of
oppressed. third world nations.
The new album. "Jungle" from
Dwight Twill&)" has redefined
your educational goals. These
excuses should buy you precious
time.
BlACKMAIL-With a little
eavesdropping you Can catch
the Person with the Big Red Pen
making tastless remarks about

•
the average intellegence of the
alumni association. You'll need
t rash ~ culty
ktail parti
0 c
a
coc
as.
Take along the new album by
Motley Crue, and 'nY you're the
DJ. When you get the poop,
threaten to tum the hapless
educator in unless he forks over
a 4.0.

UNIVERSITY MALL

ReeordBar~

make the Dean's Ust. Confusion
is llie object. Fill in three of those
tunny little computertzed answer
sheets with ditferent vartutiop.s of
Your
social
securtty
number
and
plead
ignorance.
A gift
at
"Points On a CUrve" from
Wang Chung may make your
professor susc.eptible to
. suggestion. She fea~ Data
•
Processing more than kiting
graces.
SI'UDY-Although many stUdents
see this as a last ditch etfort, the
Record B!lr highly recommends
it. It's the safest i1 not the easiest
way to ace your mid-tenns
Cracking the books is much
more enjoyable with music from
"She's So Unusual" by Cyndi
Lauper. You will dJscover Great
Thoughts and Intellectual
Breakthroughs. Give it a try. It
can't hurt. Much.

RECORD BAR'S TOP S'nJDY AIDS
FOR JUST $6.49

RECORDS TAPES" AlITILE BIT MORE.
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ACRO:,S
1 Ham's father
5 Jeer
100.1 bock
14 A. clic home
15 Sao - .
Brazil
16 Fondness
17"- Polka"
19 Cor-cept
20 ScorchlYJ
21 Dregs
23 "Excuse me"
25 Oried up
26 Promplly
30 N Y.
hockeyist
34 Ferlile loam
35 EI - . Texas
37 Luau Ireat
38 Eleclron
39 Aun
01-42 Swab
43 Bone: pret.
45 Po!isii river
46 Plano piece
4d Poem part
:;0 Encored

52 Heretofore:
afch.
54 MlldOBth
55 Turtle
59 Revokes: var
63 Norse god
64 01 speeches
66 Muscovile
67 Enlire'}'
68 Snow field
69 Wnl words
70 Hillside
71 Increased
DOWN
1 B.,e.ks
2 Mo,dlng
3 Alhena's lille
4 Cheers
5 Shoveled
6 Vehicle
7 POSSessIve
8 Disappears
9 Nonsense
10 Nutrit,on
11 Fashion
t2 Stove part
t3Chair
18 Order
22 Dublin gp.

To £lay's
puzzle
Puzzle answers
are on Page 13.
24 Sulked
26 Mixtures
27 Haller
28 Campsoul
29 Gentler
31 Entire range
32 r .terlorate
33 •. ad
36 Begal
40 Nightclubs
41 Ogler
44 Immortal

47 WhIpping
49 Period
51 Promise
53 Alpine area
55 Volume
56 Reword
57 Costa 58 Western pact
60 Cake expert
61 Rendered
62 KIlled
65 Spigot

rtlusic lectures ~******************~l'
set for Friday :
Marion Lions Club
~
Maurice Hinson. a professor
of piano at Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary in
Louisville. Ky., will present a
il'cture ·recital and piano
pedagogy workshop Friday in
Shryock Auditorium.
Hinson will lecture at 9 a.m.
and conduct a class from I to 2
p.m. He wi!! deliver a lecture
titled "Hungarian Folk tune
Settings for Piano by i"ranz
Liszt." play some of Liszt's
works and discuss aspect., of the
compositions at R p.m. Friday.
Lynn Trapp and John
Semingson. music students
studying organ under Mary Ann
Webb. prof::!ssor of organ. will
perform on the ShryoC'k
AudHorillln pipe organ from II
to 11 :30 a.m. Friday.
Donald
Beattie.
sn:-c
assistant professl}r of music.
will
present a
leC'turedemonstration. "Unlocking
Doors to Musicianship with Key
Signatures," from 3:20 p.m. 10
4:30 p.m. Friday in Shryock
Auditorium.
Admission for Hinson's 8 pm.
lecture is $2 for students and $.1
for the public. All other sessions
are free.

**
**
liTHE BIG SLEEP"
**
¥¥ • • • • • • • • • • • • •¥ •••••
~

presents
Humphrey Bogart

•

.

Lauren aacall

..
•

In

• .hlwtimu: 2:oo,7:OO,9:00p."
~ Hillar. 2:30@I2.5O, iflllil!! 13.00

Sttutdty M,lCh 3 997·~30
M.riMI CoJIt;,,1 & Ciw'.c C.mer

GRAND OPENING SALE!!
Due To The Adverse Weather
Conditions. We Are Extendine
Olir Sale Until Saturday. March 3rd.

20% OFF ALL SIU ITEMS
Drawings for aver

SIU Desien LiehHined
Warm-Up Jackets

Only 514.9St
White Hooded Sweats

Only $9.99

.),; prlzt.'s including 5
SIU Jod<ers ond 0

~ijsids

Our new locot,on at 102 w. College
Hours Mon·Fri 9:300m·5 3D;;>rr,
Sat. 'I 3Oom·5:oopm

Church to present
inspirational film
The Walnut Street Haptist
':hur,=h will sponsor a free
;howing of the film "Joni" at 'i
p.m. Sunda) at 21R W Walnut.
The film is the true story of
Joni Eareckson. who was voted
the "most athletic" girl in her
high school senior class. and
then became a quadriplegic in a
swimming accident a month
after graduation.

Woman decapitated by train
after push by schoolteacher
NEW YORK (AP', A
reclusive third-grade teacher
who was about to lose his job
muttered "push. push. push" in
a crowded subway station and
then shoved a woman he didn't
know to her death in front of a
train .•mthorities said Thursday.
John Cardinale. 39, muttered
the word repeatedly in a
crowded Cana Street subway
statIon Wednesday before
shoving the woman, witnesses
told police. His lawyer sairJ.
Cardinale had a history or

~~~~sit~:bl~:nt1ea~~~:.s

not
After Cardinale shoved her,
witnesses told detectives. he let

~! a~!~! o!t~d~~~~:naba~J
shouted. "We're even!"
The train decapitated the

woman. who police said Cardinale did not know. She was
idE:'Dtified as Ly Yung Cheung.
i9. a new bride who had been in
the country only fcur months
and worked ai 2. garment
company.
A law enforcement source
said Cardinale had been
reprimanded by school officials

~1~s~iSa~db~~ :t:r~~tN:is ~~

reprimand with him at the time
of his arrest.
Joseph
Pacheco,
the
l)uperintendent of Commwtity
School District 32, would not
comment on the nature of the
reprimands but said it had been
decided before the shoving
incident that Cardinale would
be to.'d Thursday that he would
be relieved Qf his duties.
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A trip for two to Nassau. in
the Bahar.las. plus $100 is the
first prize at the third Sl'ri.lg
Vacation contest sponsored by
C''1rbondale New School.
A drawing will be held Sunday
It Hanger 9 to pick the winner.
rickets are $2 each or six for
$10, and may be purchased from
parents 01 children from the
school. or at the night of the
drawing. For more information
call 457-4765.
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--Campus Briefs-'- :\IEETINGS: Eta Sigma
Gamma, 11 a.m. Friday, Lingle
Hall H;lOm 12.1. Student BillIe
Fellowship, 7 p.m. Friday,
Quigley Hall Lounge.
V,\NIfY F.-\SHION Fair
Models will present their first
show at 7 ,.m. Saturday in
Student Center Ballroom D.

:lcademlc year will open at
W('rnen's Services. Interested
persons
should
contact
Women's Services at 453-3655
for more application information.
SIli-C DART Club will hold an
open tournament at 2 p.m.
Sunday at the American Tap.
For more information can 453-

SOl'THER:-.i Illinois Audubon
Society will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Friday at the First Federal
Savings and Loan Building at
500 W. Main. A presentation on
the Cache River Basin and its
influence on settlement in
Southern Illinois will be given.

SIU-C SPORTS Car Ciub will
sponsor an autocross race at 11
a.m. Satl.lrday in the Arena

TWO
G R :\ D V ATE
assistar.tships for thl' 11R4-85

GERMAl'Ii ('IXB wiJI sponsor
a Fasching party at 8 p.m.

Tonigi1!

Special on Moosehead $1 .25
954 (during hoppy hour)

Friday at 312 E. Walnut. For
more information call Joe at

Saturday

457-6238.

HDlfIgI FllminqDI
Speciol on St. Paur. GIrl $1.25
9,. (during happy hour)
Black or White KU5SIans $1 .75
& PU55ers Rum 95i (everyday)

SALl'KI SWINGERS Square
Dance Club will sponsor a
square dance at i p.m. Sunday
in the Student Center. For more
information call 453-4534.
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NO COVER EVERI
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REGISTRATION will cbse
for the American College
Testing Program (ACT) on
Friday. The test will be given
rAarch 31. Registration will
close for the Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SA Tl Friday. The test will
be given April 7. CaU Testing
Services at 536-3303 for more
information.

i M-~:~~:12 !
. '-Sat ll-l :
Sun 1-11
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Chopped-up skeletons discovered

Relics from burial site sought
SHAWNEETOWN (AP) The prehistoric Indian burial
ground south of here where two
Indiana men wpre arrested
Feb. 17 contains about 100 wellpreserved skeletons which were
"thrown around and choppe<i up
'''ith snovels," officials said.
Inve~tigators are trying to
determine what might have
been taken from the unexplored
site, and how those arrested
knew 'lbout it. Remains of
woodland Indians dating to 1000
B.C. were found. said U.S.
Fcrest Service archaeologist
Dan Haas.
Judging from what was uncovered, Haas said. the site
may have contained valuablf
prehistoric ornaments and
pottery.
Gallatin Countv sheriff's
deputies, acting on tips from
area residents late last year,
staked out the Shawnee
National Forest site about a
quarter-milE' from the Ohio
River and arrested R!enn E.
Quinn. 60, of Mount Vernon,
Ind., and Robert Reid Wilson,
49, of Evansville, Ind. Also
arrested were John F. Patton,
·n, of near Shawneetown. All
three face state charges of
criminal damage to property, a
felony punishable by a $10,000
fine and up to three years 81
prison.
A special agent with the forest
service is investigating whether
federal charges should be r:Ied.
Sheriff Noble Moye said tJ;at
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Due to the closing of campus, the
Captgins Meeting has been rescheduled for Monday, March 5,
4:00pm. in Room 158 SRe.
Rosters Due March 5
at 5:00pm. ~ late rosters
accepted.
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was found in the midden.
Indians of thxt era would havE'
been buried with tools and other
objects associated with their
life, Haas explai:;f:o. These
items would include pottery and
needles and awls made of bone,
he said.
"It appeared as if the
~keletons WE're removed with
shovels and thrown about."
Haas said, which making it
difficult to tell how many In·
dians were buried there-. He
estimated that pieces of about
100 skeletons were found.
The Evansville Courier
quoter! Quinn as saying it was
one of the most interesting sites
he'd seen in decades of hunting
arrowheads and fossils. He
denied taking any artihcts and
said he was just an "onlooker:'

6pk blls.

.. MO
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5

about 15 holes were dug ;n the
I)ldal ground, some of them 6
'<,,,t dvep.
"They knew what they were
doing," Moye said of the
suspects. ''I'm sure they were
selling this stuff."
Forest SErvice officials said
the graveyard was designated
an archaeological site in 1977 or
1978 but never explored.
District Ranger Gary Sieren
called it one of the biggest
prehistoric IndlJln finds in thE
forest.
Haas 3aid the site containeJ
>vidence that woodland Indians
inhabited the area bet',veE'n 1000
B.C. and 900 A.D. ar.<l left a
sizable "midden." or ancient
garbage pit. Most of the digging
was done in the burial ground,
he said. but a hole 10 feet deep
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DeDlanding professor dispenses with tradItIon
the College of Business and fron. the University of Dlinois,
Administration several times. the University of Southern
In 1982, he was named the California and several junior
Amoco Outstanding University colleges have observed his class
to :lee how he teaches.
Teacher, a campus award.
The American Productivity
He hears faculty say a course
Cenier in Houston has
recognized SJtl-C for teaching is dull because the subject is
business communications in an dull. Bateman says the subject
effective, productive manner, is only dull when the instructor
Bateman said. Representatives is dull.

B)' Joyce Vonderbelde
Staff Writer

David Bateman says his
standards are "standards of
what is a~eptable in business,
not what you can get by with in
some other college course."
Bateman, professor of administrative sciences, teaches
Administrative
Communications, a course which,
includes material on internal
and external communications
such as writing memos and
letters.
Bateman's approach to
teaching a traditionally boring,
impersonal and expensive
course developed out of his
executive training programs.
"I learned how to relay what
normally might be dull
material to business executives
in an interesting manner," he
said.
Bateman is demanding. His
students are expected to act as David Bateman speaks to bis
responsible managers. He class.
accepts no late reports and work groups.
"Our objective is to be real,"
requires correct use of English
- each spelling or grammar Bateman said. A real manager
error will lower a student's wouldn't type a sloppy memo or
score on an assignment by one hand in a-rate report, he says,
letter grade.
and Bateman expects the same
Traditiooally, one instructor productivity from his students
teaches
business
com- that will be expected from them
munications to about 30 in the business world.
"You're managers, you're
students, Bateman said. His
method 01 teaching, now being responsible, you do it," he
phased in, wi.Il eventually be a~>'ises his class.
Students in the class must
used to teach almost 300
students.
pass a communications comLarge lecture classes can be petency exam by midterm or
they cannot pass the course.
imcn~:t=~~stoarr:~; The
five-part objective exam
a nam~ate and bring it to each covers basic language skills
class. This allows him to in- and students must earn a score
volve students in discussions, of 80 percent or better in each
he said, and ensu:es that in- part.
structor and students get to
"It has been suggested that
know each other by name.
many college students are poor
communicators," the class
ant;,~~:r Ci~dr!1du~ffz~sti~~ syllabus states. "It is our intent
technique. Students hand in a to substantially alter- your
tape along with their assign- communication patterns
ments so that Bateman can rapidly.
When you pass this course,
comment orally instead of
writin~ comments.
Tapmg comments is the ig"c~~~here~!~~u~~~r:
"greatest thing since sliced challenges your employer will
bread," Bateman said. Some toss at you."
students even come to class
Bateman doesn't teach
early to pick up their tapes and English, but students who need
listen to them before class.
His lecture class of 60 ~lfr ~f~s~~il~~~~~teria~~nt~~
students is divided into three Bateman said an F is a big
work groups. Bateman tapes motivator for students to learn
comments to students in one correct English.
work group. Mary Crenshaw,
administrative sciences in- th!" ;~:~::io~as:ngrod:~~~
structor, handles the other two Development package, in which

....\. AND
ORGANIC FOODS.__________
BULK GRAINS
______________
T~~
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Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy
.\dministrative Communications

students target an employer in
their industry and develop and

imit~:~~~ ali~~~heS~~~~e

because they stuc.y communication for launching and
p'rogressiilg in their careers.
'Every seniQr who has taken
our course has found a job - a
relevant job," he said.
Bateman contacts graduates
who have taken his course after
they have been working for a
year. Graduates say the class
taught them the pressures of
management. he said, and they
learJl(!f I how to get work done on
time.
Bateman's approach to
teaching has not gone unnoticed. Last year he was
named a fellow of the American
Business Communication
Association. At 43, he was the
youngest person ever to receive
the annual award, which is
given to only two or three
people in the world.
Bateman has also been
named outstanding lecturer in

~~~
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Old Town Freight Line
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40¢ Drafts
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The service will inc.lude
readings from scriptures and
the names of the men who died
in the October bombing of
Beirut Airport.
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Veterans to hold memorial for Marines
The SIU-C Veterans Club will
hold a four-hour memorial
3(!rvice for the 272 marines who
were lrl1led in Lebanon.
The service will begin at 10
a.m. Monday in Student Center
Ballroom A.

~~

Women, non-athletes welcome
in Christian Athletes fellowship
Bv Darren Hillock
Student Writer
Opening the SIU-C chapter of
the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes to women and nonathletes is one of the goals of the
group's new adviser, Ken
Neuhaus, graduate assistant
baseball coach.
". don't want people who
aren't athletes to feel like they
can't participate," Neuhaus
said. Traditionally, the FCA has
been an organization for male
intercollegiate athletes.
"EveyJody has something to
contribute," Neuhaus said.
"For example, a person interested in finance might be a
good secretary ..
Neuhaus said that he would
especially like to get some
women interested in the FCA.
". think that in the past the
group here at SIU-C was made
up of predominantly Cootball
players," Neuhaus said.
Neuhaus, a
native of
Dubuque, Iowa, came to SIU-C
in June to coach basel"all and
work on his master'~ dE'gree in
higher education and is
, replacing former Saluki football
Coach Rey Dempsey as FCA
adviser this semester. Working
with Neuhaus will be assistant
football coach Rod Sherrill and
Sherrill's wife, Kris. Dempsey
held the position until he
departed Cor the head coaching
job at Memphis State.
Dempsey received publicity
last fall for the role that
Christianity played in the
football Salukis' national
championship season. Neuhaus
is concerned by speculation that
he may be trying to use religion
as a motivator for the baseball
team because it worked for the
football team.
'Tm not just copying a
winning philosophy," Neuhaus
said. '" truly believe there's a
place for Christ in athletics."
Neuhaus said he thinks some
people may have looked upon
Dempsey's attitude toward
Christianity as one of the
ingredients he used for success.
Along with the membership,
Neuhaus would also like to
change the emphasis of the

Eau Claire for two reasons: to
work on his master's degree
and to coach baseball under
Richard "Itchy" Jones, who
Neuhaus considers one of the
best baseball teachers around.
"He doesn't publicize it, but
Itchy is a devout Christian
'himself," Neuhaus said.
Neuhaus coaches the first and
third basemen on the baseball
team. the positions he played in
college.
"Actually I \\ork with all the
infielders," Neuhaus said "but
the corner men are my
speciality."
Neuhaus became interested
in FCA over Christmas break
while attending a coaches'
conference in Texas. At first he
wanted to just participate as a
member, but after Dempsey's
d~parture. Neuhaus' leadership
role developed.

Teen-ager' charged with killing
says he didn't recognize victim
WOODSTOCK CAP) - The
crystal Lake teen-ager charged
WIth voluntary manslaughter in
the stabbing death of a l4-yearold prankster told authorities he
did not recognize the victim and
"thought she was trying to get
us," a police detective has
testified.

Ken Neuhaus

~OM ~ f}J~c/Y~
'THE PERFECT TEN"

NAIL SALE
Arcryllc Naill $25
Porcellan Nail. $30
Expires 3- 17-84

Dan wen.
Office in the rark
P.O. Box 3608
529·2.... 1111 E. Walnut Suite 10 Corbondale. Il 6290t

*plus ins/olla/ion

Along with a lack of members. Neuhaus' group has a lack
of funds. Neuhaus is hoping to
get some support from local
merchallts.

* most Americon cars
-4 Full Tread Plys
of Polyester
-Whitewalls

PEERLESS STEEL

BELTED RADIALS

"Right now. according to the
director of student development, we have $18." Neuhaus
said.

$38.47
$39.61
S41.06
S4265
S46.OO
$47.00
S49.oo
$50.00
$50.00
$51.00
$53.00
556.00

The low turnout and lack of
money haven't discouraged
Neuhaus. who savs that he is
still "enthusiastic and excited
about the possibilities."
FCA is a recognized student
organization
and
meets
Thursday nights in the Student
Center.

Includes mounting

: Games played Saturday mornings beginning 3/24. Mandatory
rules meeting and dinic 3/3/84 at 10:00 a.m. at Panish Field
(Sunset Drive, nel(t to YMCA)
:
for further info. call Bill Mehrtens at 684-3403
:
or Tom Allen at 457 -4636
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Deere acquires
Harvester plant
MOLINE (AP) - Deere and
Co. announced Thursday that
its af(i1iate had acquired the
dormant
manufacturing
facilities in Saltillo, Mexico, of
rival International Harvester
Co.
Terms of the agreement were
not disclosed.
Deere said in a statement that
John Deere, S.A., its Mexican
affiliate,
would
begin
operations at the Saltillo factory
"at a pace commensurate with
increased economic activity in
Mexico."
Production will consist
mainly of tractors, and the
operation is not expected to
affect
manufacturing
at
Deere's factories in Monterrey,
Mexico.
Mexican interests own a
majority share of John Deere.
S.A., which has operated in that
nation for nearly 30 years. .

thT.sti!~;r:':n~:k ~~.b~o~e~t

she was trying to get us. I di1n't
mean to hurt her," Roza told
police.

r-~~~~R~D:BEtOO~R
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:
SOCCER REFEREES WANTED
:
: For C'dale Youth Soccer Program :
$4 to $6 Per Match
:
ft~!UKib~~o~ul:~~~~o~~t~~:i:! :

projects like helping the elderly
or setting up a soup kitchen.
"Bible studies are important
but applying them is Just as
important," Neuhaus said.
Neuhaus said he also hopes to
stay close to the national FCA
organization and make the SlUe group an official chapter. Tne
FCA, headquartered in Kansas
City, was formed in the '50s for
people who felt there was room
for Christ in athJetics.

babysittin~.

Cystal Lake Police Detective
Sgt. Keith Nygrf'n I"f'ad from
police report!; that quoted Roza
as saying ht' did not recognize.

Kenneth D. Roza, 17, did not
testify at the preliminary
hearing Wednesday. He is
accused of fatally stabbing
Karen Geske on Jan. 28 after

"I started talking to Rod
Sherrill and Rick Johnson, who
were going to take over as
advisers." Neuhaus said. After
Johnson. the Saluki quarterback last fall. left for a tryout
with the Oklahoma Outlaws of
the United States Football
League, Neuhaus stepped in as
adviser with the Sherrills.

Neuhaus would like the FCA
to be a product of the members'
ideas, with each member
bringing their ideas of what the
"'- JUp should be to the meetings.
However right now getting
members is a problem. At the
first meeting only one person
showed. Neuhaus said that he
has talked to some baseball
players who are interested
though. and said that Sherrill
has told him that there are a
couple of football players interested.
"We just have an exposure
problem right now." Neuhaus
said.
Neuhaus came to SIU-C from
the University of Wisconsin-

she made anonymous telephf.lne
calls to his girlfriend and thtn
disguised herself in men's
clothing and rattled the doors of
the home where the couple was·
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on most winter merchandise. Including wool
skirts, corduroy pants, wool mittens & sweaters.

Up to 20% off
on select spring merchandise.

=GUISSIG DORNER ..
March 2 & 3 Only,

Main and Washington
Carbondale

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg
John 'Dough' Zakhar in his doughnut shop which soon will beeome a liquor store,

Dough's loses Strip location

•. + + + + '* ~ + + + + ..)
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Liquor store to oust business +
By Terry Levecke
Starr Writer

When the Liquor Control
Commission approved a liquor
license transfer from the former owners of the Great Escape
to J.P.W. Enterprises on Feb.
20, a surprised doughnut maker
sudd"nly found himseU in the
market for a new location.
J.P.W. Enterprise's plan to
convert the building currently
housing John Dough's into a
liquor store was unknown to the
Strip's dooghnut maker until it
wag made public.
"I'm upset about it and I don't
know what to do," said John
"Dough" Zakhar. "I thought I
had something here. it was
community accepted. It shows
me some of the negligence of
council members. They are not
concered
with
local
businesses."
The 4-6 approval by the liquor
commission, which is made up
of City Council members ana
the mayor, was prompted by
approval of the transfer on Feb.
14 by the Liquor Advisory
Board, a seven-member panel
appointed t) the mayor to make
recommendations on liquor
license applications, ordinances
and other liquor-related matters.
.
The plans for the proposed
liquor store became tangible
when James Winfree purchased
the Great Escape and then
secured a 60 day option to buy
the John Dough's building at 603
S. Illinois Ave. from David and
Tamara Moore.
Advisory Board member Bill
Fuller.
an
SIU-C
undergraduate. was the only

business.
ther wanted back on the Strip .••
Almost all of Zakhar's
Smce word of the doughnut
customers have asked about tile shop's closing became public.
changeover,
he
said.
Zakhar said the student"I think it was wrong on the organized American Marketing
city's part to allow another Association offered to het· him
liquor store - especially in raise funds to move. A group of
place of this kind of establish- international students, a few
ment. The only place that will fratl;'rnities, and another lanbe) open late is the bars," said dlord from the Strip have also
customer Adam Johnson, a offered helping hands, Zakhar
junior in biological sciences.
said.
''Th' two main socially in"I felt pretty touched by thp
clin':Q it!aces on the Strip are concern." Zakhar said. "All I
Makanda Java and myself." want to do is stay in business Zakhar said. "It's crazy that the even if I have to make a bagelcity allowed it when this is what doughnut cart."
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104 S. Marion St. Carbondale
(Across From Bank of Carbondale)
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Benefit for New Schocl

+

Win !!II Trip for Two to
Nassau. plu. Sl00 In cash.

+

Tickets-$2.00 or 6 for $10.00
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the need for two liquor stores in·
such close proximity. Old Town
Liquors is located at 514 S.
Illinois Ave.
When the commission voted
on the transfer, Keith Tuxhorn
abstained and Patrick Kelley
rpluctantly approved, calling
the plan "cannibalizing" a bar
license to open a package store.
Zakhar said his business is
not going broke, and he dosen't
plan to go out of business, which
is what he thinks may have been
perceived dy the City Council.
"The city didn't double check.
I'm hanging in there." Zakhar
said "I'm not making a lot of
money, I'm just trying to keep
myself and my creditors
happy-"
The liquor license transfer
has mallY of the doughnut
shop's customers angry over
the city's paradox of trying to
curb the number of liq~or
establishments on the Strip,
while approving a IiceDse that
will put John Dough'. out ul

Friday

ALL RESERVE SEATINGAIR CONDo WASHROOM EQUIPPED. RECLINING SEATS

*SPRING BREAK*
TO CHICAGO AND SUBURBS
ONLY

$39.75
ROUNDTRIP
OFFER EXPIRES
FRI. MAR 2
Reg. $49.75
PIr.CE INClUOESCOUPON DISCOUNT
COUf'(i,'I$ AVAIlAII.E AT TlCKETOFflCE

DEPARTURES
WED
THUR
FRI
SAT

MAR 7

MAR 8
MAR 9

MARlO

RETURNS
SUNDAY MAR 18

STUDENT TRANSIT
Ticket Sale Office At

715(ONS.THEUNIVERSITY
ISLAND-UPPER LEVEL)
OPEN MONDAY ·FRIDAY 11 :30AM-5PM

529-1862
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Motivation and knowledge make·
an award-winning debate team
By Df'bra Colburn
Starr Writer
You wouldn't want to pick an
argument with one of the
members of this team.
Arguing is the SIU-C debate
team's business, and it finished
in first place at the "West Coast
Swing" competition Dec. 29 to
31 and Jan. 2 to 4 at the
University
of
Southern
California and UCLA.
Sixty schools, with more than
1,000 entries in speech and
debate, were in the competition,
which is one of the largest
tournaments in the nation.
The team has won eight
tournaments this year, about
half of those it has participated
in, according to David Buckley,
debate team coach. The team is
ranked second in the nation to
UCLA.
Buckley said the team has
done well because it has had
support from the University.
"I've been very t-.appy and
surprised. I think a lot of

~~iho~ :~~ldw~v:aS[Je "3u~

year and would call it a great
season," he said.

Californians fear
aerial sp~aying for
Mexican fruit flies
LOS ANGELES (AP) - It
began last November, barely
two weeks after the first
Mexican fruit !Iy was found in a
trap in suburban Huntington
Park.
Helicopters took off to drop a
mixture of the pesticide
malathion and sweet, syrup-like
bait over the infected area to
PI'Otect the region's $.'iO million·
a-year fresh fruit industry.
Despite assurances from
health officials that the aerial
spraying is safe, many people in
sections of the largely Hispanic
and !>lack area south and east of
do· .town Los Angeles are
fealiul.
That fear has been fed by
allegations of racism and
suggestions that the pesticide is
tantamount to~ison nerve gas.
County officials called a
public meeting last month to
allay fears, but police had to be
called in to end it after an angry
crowd of more than 200 people
drowned out agricultural and
health officials with shouts of
"Stop killing our children" and
"The Nazis had their doctors,
too."
Authorities said that the
much-publicized battle agamst
the MeditelTanean fruit fly in
1981 and '82 included the
spraying of malathion and the
same sweet bait in some of the
area's wealthiest
neighborhoods.
Of the 12 ounces of mixture
being sprayed per acre, about
2.4 ounces are malathion. The
rest is the sweet, sticky mixture
~at~:i:u.rra~~ to lure the flies
One problem officials concede is that the aerial spraying
damages paint on cars unless it
is washed off within a few
hours. It is the bait, not the
malathion, that causes the
problems.
County supervisors ordered
the Health Department to make
a special survey of hospitals in
the spraying zone to see if there
was any increase in illness.
"There wasn't any significant
change in patterns of illness,
and no reports of pesticide
illness confirmed by laboratory
tests." Dr. Shirley Fannin, head
of the agency communicable
disease section, said last week.

The success of the debate
team shows that SIU-C i"n't just
a party school. Buckley said.
To prepare for debates, team
members spend time in the
library researching their topics

helps train people to be better
thinkers and speakers. Buckley
said.
"They gain the kind of skills
they should take away from a
university," he said.
Debaters became more
critical. insightful, analytical
and expressive, Buckley said,
and gain excellent library
reseaj'ch skills and confidence
in themselves.

~:t ~7ul~t~ t~FuJ!~ntniS:~fr

arguments. This semester's
topic deals with government
censorship of the media in
national security cases.
The team members then meet
with the coach and with each
other. They spend time
debating against one another in
practice sessions. Buckley said
members usually put in 15 to :.ll
hours of work per week.
The core group of the SIU-C
team has from 15 to :.ll members, with about six students
who help with admin~strative
duties.

Being on the debate team

tlm1l1111:(IJ~tl('lII~]:ltJ'~:il
••

A debater is judged on crossexamination skills, materials
and
evidence,
analysis,
organization, delivery and
refutation. The scoring ranges
from 1 point for poor to 5 points
for superior debating.
Buckley said debate issues
are chosen for timeliness and
complexity. None of the issues
have clear-cut yes or no answers.
"We're successful," Buckley
said, "and we represent the
University well."
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BACKACHE
the little pain that lasts and lasts.
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I

Samuel T Crocke"
e

90 0
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year Bourbon

•..

mimtJff
6 VODKA

750ml

701I£fu:'I'fl//
WALKERS

p~ PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS
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Riunite
Lambrusco, Rosato,
Bianco. D'oro 750ml

'2 19
SAVE 804

$3 19

And because the spine is a campi •• system
which is connected to other areo> of your body.
misaligned vertebrae in the spine can also be the
reason for tens.on. stif'ness. fotigue and more
specifically. constipation and headaches.

SAVE $1.20

Notice:

ABC
East!!ate
Liquor Marts
AN O

Carry Every Locally Available
Import Beer At Low Prices.
Check •Em Out This Weel(end!!

Southern Illinois
Chiropractic Clinic
ACCIDENT ancllNDUSTRIAL
INJURY CLINIC

~ Moosehead

Dr .. T.R.~arver
Dr. K. C. Sarver
1400 W. Main. Carbondale

$4 39

750ml

'?:,l

Your job may be the culprit; you may sit all day hunct-ed "" ... a desk; you
may lift heavy objects; you may be constantly bending .wer. caring fv the
child,en, Thes. are common causes of misaligned v.'t.br~ of 'he spme and
may be goad reosans why you hove back pain.

$4 99

'7 59

In

750ml

i

'5 not well.

Doctors 01 Chiropractic are specialists in bock

$5 99

liter

A

Back pain often starts small. Sometimes disoppears. usually it r&turns.
often it gets w~na. U lett untreated back pain can linger for years 05 Q nagging

core. They can restore spinal vertebrae to their
proper position. relieYing pain ond ""aiding further
complications.

$4'9

750ml

~
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Ciinacban
Mist.
Canada at its best,

Iii

Juried Photography
Exhibition
March 1.31,1984
Juried by
John W. Gutowski
Department
oj Arts
University oJ
Missouri. K. r.

reminder 'hot all

EASTGATE

"n's exciting to work with
students whose whole lives
don't center on 'how drunk I can
gel Saturday night,"· Buckley
said.

Buckley described a good
debater as bright, hard·
working, articulate, quick·
thinking and self-motivated. He
said they're also willing to
accept the fact that their op·
ponents may be better than they

are.

"SHOP SMART" ... AT

417·0419

W

$3 49

it
'- .~,

6 Pak Bottles
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.. Classlfied Information Rates
13 liu minimum•• pprodmately

II

One Oay-55 cents per line. per
day.
Two Days-SO cents per line, per
day.
Three or Four Oays----W eenn
per line, per day.
Five thn Eight O.y_~ per
line, per day.
Ten thru Nineteen Day_33
cents per line, per d..,..
Twellty or More Days-Z7 cenn
per line, per day.
All Classified Advertising must
be typed and processed before 12:00
noon to appear in next day's publication. Anything processed after
12:00 noon will go in follawing day's
publication.

; , fl~!ceh;;~~:in~~~.!e~-d~e;
hoOkup. Pets OK. Must see. I~al
for grad student. $3100. 529-1204,
687-1557.
4828Ae112

I:t:

."yet"".
TVIt SA to

~g~:: ~l; ~!~on=;M\~~e

A~

B5008Ael26

n.

inclo1ded. 529-3929,
7403, 457-2134.

CEDAR LAKE AREA. 2 bdrm
house. S225 a month. 1st month free
or sublet. 549-7839 or 549-3850.
5175Bb1l2

B5128~al25

utilities. 549-5596.

FALL. SUMMER. CLOSE to
campus. one to five bedroom
houses or apts. ~·urnished. carpeted. insulated. 549-48085151Bbl27

B5013Bal27

SUBLET-AVAILABLE APRIL I.
Close to campus: one hedroom.
Heat and water furnished. Call-l57·
4524 or 1-635-2350.
5206Bal22

ItAIIDON
""CA
NAltAMICHI
"ADO
AND MANY OlM•• UANDS

OPEN lUNDA YI

10X50. CLEAN AND in good shape.
Central air, 5 minutes from
~~~r.ttJ~ ~~9-~~' Bargain
5238Ae1I7

rherry for 5 women. 5645. No pets.
Leases beglll May 15. 549-::
17
Sbl

~E't;ni~:~~:~~'!,j~~I~di~~6

iOlOH•••
JD A_ _ tl..

FOR RENT.

1313 Sou'" St.

5042.

:~:a~a~~i.~rdrooms. :S<fu~~~~
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED nouse
for 3 nr 4. I', miles from Com-

munications BUildin!:. No pets.

f:f:-ee~er:i~. P~~.! 57-~~3~lr9

I

I
I
I

~;e]'6"_U
Automobll••

1973 FORD XLT 150 Truck.
Automatic. 360 engine. $1995. Can
549-3000.
BSOl9Aall3
197-1 VW BE ..\UTIFUL red. Ex·
cellent condition. $I-ISO. 687·-1082 or
-I968Aa 1\ 2

687-1072.

;'~h~~)Pt~~d~~o~~)~~Tre~i~ ~C:::.

offer. Eves.

1·89~

-i66-I.

51 56Aa 112

PO:-':lT\(' C-\TALI:-.iA 197:1 $600.00
or bL'S1 offer. 549·0810. 5169Aall2
_ ..-

-_._--_._---

1976 DOnGE DAYTONA Charger.
AC. r'...I·F:\1. good condition. I
owner Call after 4pm. 549·4206.
549-1i97.
5172Aa112

AUDIO·VIDEO

TAPE
SALE

$2.49
$2.69
$2.99
$5.99
$1.99
$4.99

$1.25
$1.99
$1".89
$2.99
$1.59
$1.69

1973 BUICK CE::-':Tl'RY Wagon.

~p~ns~r~~ .. s~~~ 8a~\/0~u
1463.

5183Aa1l4

1976 CHE\'.
~IALlBt:.
GO'lO
mil('age. v('ry rehablE. 51500.00 or
negotiable. Ph. ;'-I9-i216. Call
anytime.
520~Aa1l2

VIDEOTAPE
SONY l-750
TOK T-120
JVCT-120

I

I

Now a.. ntlnt For Sprint
Hou ••• ClOM to Cantpu.
N.wly R.mod.l~d
~urnished or Unfurnished
•. 8edrC?om~

I

2·B~iroo... :

1.FI... hdrcono ........ ".,E w......•

$9.95
$9.95
59.95

~~=~~:!;%~,r.~~u~~~~~~E,
on""'''Jr.~r,o"

r""m opt. :

NEWLY REDONE
APARTMENTS Ar.;D HOMES
(LOSE TO CAMPUS
One to '8--4n ~ir~e~tl no... 5.5
One to four bedroom apartr'!"".nt:.

Perfect for professionals
900+ sq. ft. 2 bedroom
luxury apartments.

I 529-1082 or '49·3375

457·33~1

I

APARTMENTS
SIU approv..! lor
sophomor •• and ~"

R;~:nni~i~til~H~fue nP>ar~el~;

mile south. Highway:;\. 5IH8BC1J2
ECO:-.iOMICAL
:·BEDROO:\l.
8x-lO. in small quiet trailer park.

Faoturlng: Efficienci ••. 2 & 3 bel.
Split I.vel ap ...
With: Swimming pool

CARBO:-.iDALE. 3·BEDROLM.
SHO·monlh. appliances. heat.
,'·at .. r. no lease. i\o pNS. :-10
waterbeds. Available ao\.". 457
5438
B5:iJ6Bal ;9

~:~ftt~\~:ir;:gl~s ~1~~c~n:~·tW~_

Air conditioning

. r::ont~:...~29-25:~. __ ~8BcIl5
, ;\\CE OXE AND t\\O bedroom
furnished. close to campus, no
pels 457·5266.
B51J1j5Bcll8

Wall 10 wall carpeting
Fully fur",.hed
Cobia iV service

I

Maintenance service

ONE BEDROOM Ft:R;>.11SHED
btohind Ihf Rec Center One block
B5125Bal21
to SIt:. 529·1539.

Charcoal grill.

D\'O BEDROO:\l REDUCED rent.

now.
pels please. 457·
II .hailable
after 4 p.m
85162Bc121
IF.XCELLENT
Dm BEDROOM
$)75 per month. A\'ailable

ANDYEl
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
For information "op by

~r(~g~tY 1~~~!~r~.fear r~'

building Utillt;es IDcluded. 1·985fi9-l7
B';138Ba132

]';0

8352

The Quads
1207S. Wall

ELEGANT THREE BFDROOM.
5375. per mon1h. Available immediately. furnished. in btoautiful
colonial style duplex house. c100e
~~~:Jus and the Univ~~gU!~~

12X65.

1 immetiialely. furnished. anchored

i~~t~dr~~:aif'Q~f!~r~rtastl~e

457·4123

to campus and theL!niversity Mall.
Ptne Tree :\Iobile Home Park. 5292533.
85134BcI22

SHOW APARTMENTS

I
I
I

Man. 'Ned .. Fri ..

"'pm
"·3pm

~· ..

GARD"N PARK ACRES. 607 E.
Park A\~nue. Sumir"" . ii4 or Fall·

I

Now Ref'hng for ~~rln9
Etlltlen(l&S !lind 1 bedroom opts.
No p9'~! laundry 'Oc.:.tles.

~P~~'!fr~o:"'i ~a~~~~r::.~ In~·~~·

room. kitchen, swimming poor.
SIt: ac('~pted iving center. 5492835.
851-188a114

Pyramid.

(2 b~%k~"~::~~':U'1

I

I

4S7.i~"1

54.·2454

__ _

HOu....

Mobile Home.

CLOSE TO CAMPt:S. 2 bdrm.
natural gas. cable T. V.. custom

NOW RENTING'OR
SUMMER & 'ALL

""0

B5000Bal25

NOW RENTING FOR
FALL OR SUMMER

PARKTOWNE APARTMENTS

FUn~ISHED

~~i.tki:.n~~'i:a~:':ln~~:7352 or

gvy one gIrl ~
1"1'<0'10,,,,11,, •• ,

Sl:..s."",~.h

Lorge u"u ......ol room

457·4334

for

'10 S. Unlv ... hy
4'7-7941 '49·24'4

OR unfurnished. large 2 bedrlJo'm.
Ca"pl'ted 4uiet Mature adulls.
pE'tl>. Deposit. $195. 5-19-2888.
B5063BaIl8

APARTMENTS. CARBONDALE.
VF.RY near campus W('st Mill
Street. townhouse style. 2·
bedrooms and bath up. livmg room
&. kitchen down. range and
refrigerator furnished. natural gas
water heater and furnace. 2-1011 air
conditioning. owners do mowing
and normal refuse pickup.
Available June lor after. very

(OnfrQcf!!;

from Cornpu50

GI.n William •• Rental.

BARGAIN HUNTERS. 2 l>edroom
unfurished apartment inclucing
heal and .....ater. 1225 W. Fre('man.
Goss Property :\lanagers. 549-2621.
B5062Ba1l7

4l0WE5TFREEMAN: 3 b"uroom.
$-190 pt"r month 2 bedroom. $390
per month, efficiency. SI95 per
month. SP.Ki'll ..ates for 12 month
leases ana summer term. Call 4578689 evenings
rul598ai24

block~

No pets.

I

Apartments

Spring

toklng

"~'''''';eod

efficienCies. 1 bp(!.oQm ond 2 bed

II-Hlim-j

~ILRPHYSBORO.

2••11 Syc:antOr.4 l

only belween 6 &. 8 p.m. 5245Ba\l9
Now

501 S. Hay ..s 12

Furnished

~~."C::~~:7:le~~ft. ~~f~~-2s~~

Mu.lcal

208 Hospital Dri..e
209 We.' Cherry

,-.9-3376 or '29-1149

I

SOl'NDCORE . "OCR COMPLETE
music
store.
Stratocasters. $0135. PA renlals and
sales. Rehearsal and r('cording
facilities. 715 S. Unh'ersity -157';6-11.
-I900AnIl8

!\

FOR LECTURE
JVC OAl-90
TOK 0-90
TDK 0-60
TDK D-120
TDK 0-30
TDK 0-46

B~~borhood. 549-3930B5~1611~7

I

FOR MUSIC
TDKSA90
MAXELL UOXLlI
LORAN 90
TDKMETAL90
SONY METAL 46
TOK SA-X 90

~1~~ce~ftP~3,~~ G~~~e~T.·QuM-

I ro?t~·: ~~i~~~~W.~-~sf.
I

I ~~;h"~~~~~

5207Bb1l8

DELUXE FURl'OISHED. BRICK 3.

The DaUy Egyptian cannot be
2 BDRM. APT. for summer w-f. 'I
BUY NfW OR USED
responsible for more thaD one
Mlsc.llaneou.
~~:~a~~ih!:[i:cf~d:d.t~c;~&US,
TE~,EVISIONS
day'. Incorrect insertion, Ad5209Ba1l3
vertisen are r.esponslble for
On low Payments
checking their advertise meat for
MISS KITI'Y'S USED Furniture.
TV Repairs-Free Estimates
SPA~IOUS
FuRNISHED.
erron. Erron not the fault 01 the
The Place where vou LilY for less
A-1 TY
bedroom. ac. quiet area. 457-52"6.
Mvertisc whlcb Ie-leD the value
and bank the rest. Route 149.
B5236Ba128
715 S. IlIIno.. St. .57-7,"
of the actv .. rllsement will be ad::'w;~~· Free Delivery ~p t o 25
A
C1
20
justed. If your ad appea" i.
,940
GEORGETOWN APARTMENTS
RENTING fan &. summer for 2, 3.4
corrr..:tly, or If you wisb to cancel
FOR SALE POR'fA cribs and
P.t. and Supplies
your ad, call 53&-3311 before 12:10
miscellaneous inCant equipment.
noon for cancellation In the lIellt
Used for onlv six months. Call
ILA:-:K::"I,;-=-'-=I-=-R-=-IS=-=H::-::S--E--T--T--E-R-P-UP-p-i-es--..J I
B5240Bal31
day's issue.
.
YMCA at 549-5359 or 549-1821.
~ ad which is canceUed before
B5244AfI15
bloodlin:;'llAW&
FURNISHIi:DAPARTMENTS I. 2.
3 bedrooms. carpet and air conexpi.·ation will be charged a 12.00
ditioning. utilities included. ~se
service fee. ~ refund WIder 12.00 I
EI t
I
PROFESSIONAL
DOG
Will be forfeited due to the cost
ec ron cs
GROOMING. All Breeds. 549-3067.
~rt~f:~~~ ~~~~. N~5~~ij.~~!1
of necessary p3r · r w o r k . ·
- Reasonable rates and Tender
Noadswillbellli&-c1assified.
COMPUTER TERMINAL AND
Loving Care.
5223Ah159
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
Classified adv~rti;;ing must be
Modem, $.-.00 or best offe,:. 457-2900
AVAILABLE for summer and fallpaid in advance ellcept for thnse
a204Ag112
accounts with established creel.t.
Bicycle.
~~~:iv~ i irm~~~~i:~r 'l('~ i~y
March 15. Laundry ~('ilities
available. close to campus. Call
LIKF. NEW 198.1 Aust:-o-Dairr.ler 12
457-53~0 or 684·2418 for more in·
speed color-burgandy, includes
f!:.mation.
52"24Ba12t
Citadel lock. straps &. lot's of ex·
tras. Olig. $620. $ISO or best oL .!r.
4 BEDROOM FURNISHED house
549-5070.
52i~Ai!l2

I

HOUSE. and apart·

lre~ti ~~~;~:riJf8i.i~"fce:: :s'¥!·

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM, Close to
campus, new raint. AC in quiet
older building. 1-893-2376 :~~~'2

Coli 614-3771

CuMPLETELY

:~~~i~~e~~o~T~s rr!in;~~e~e

di't~~~·. W~ler~~t:;.<!s~iriC\'!?457-542~1-..45?-

n.n
".2'

~N~S

YAMAHA
"A.MANI

],;ICE HOUSES.

com~itive

Ft:RNISHED EFFICIENCY
APAR','MENT for, ent. Close to

IS
MAXILL UDXLII to
MAXILL UDXLLIIS to
NAD
IONY
HA'U.
ItINWOOO
JYC
MITSHU.'IH'

8'BY32' FURNISHED MOBILE
home at Roxanne Trailer Cort. on
S. 51. $11500. B. O. 549-2831.
5196.\el27.

I
I

~f~~~ 1~;~:~~:352 W51~IB~%'

Ina

1I

ChecIr t ..... out ...... iovyl ...

II

I

.June I, or arL'I", very

SONYCDP101
CO_ACT DISIC ""A1'I.

PRICED TO SELL: 12x65 3
bedroom. $4350. 12x60 2 bedroom,
r:.~ =.CODdition. Cal!I~~W4

Homes. 549-3000.

~;~'i:lc~e/:~~ne~c~~r.°'t.~~~aa~~

We,............. In ' - '

10x50 TRAILER WITH 4x8 tipout.

IS words)

APARTMENTS. CARBONDALE,
VERY near camJ1Us South Poplar
Street. basic furnishings. 2·
bedroom. I·bedroom. and large

TER
SABIN AUDIO

Mobil. Hom"

ABSOLUTE EC01\OMY AND only
minute:; from Crab Orchard Lake
or SIU. This efficiency mobile
home apartment ;s only $90 per
month. Call Woodruff. 457·3321.
Available Marc~s.!:~~B.II~

i~:tSrea~O ~!fi!:~~. ~~~~'i!~~t

II

BEAUTIFl'L HOUSES. ONE. two
or three bedrooms. Avail. immed.

water and trash plck·up. Lawn
care Included. An~hored and
underpinned Cable TV a.,<\
natural gas. Surry no pets.
Roxanne :oilobile Home Parks. '2
mile South 51
B51SOBeiZi
REAL SHARP 12X50. 2 bedroom
Carbondale. Furnished, c~eled.

~a~~e:,t'I~:!1 ~~~~'n~IOSr:aW I Pets all~wed. $1 75.mon~;OII B~m

$200. -157·2978.

I
I

.
.----

B5089Bb1l7
ONE AND TWO btodrooms i;1 mce
HOUSE.
6·BEDROO;\t.
FOR location. Re&sonably riced. Clean
females. close to campus and I and quiet. Phone, 45f6O-l, af!er ~
downtown. SI25-each. Includes
p.m.
5199Bcl22
water and tr.:!sh.
deposit.
references. New paint, a·c. fur12XSO FRONT AND rear bedroom
nished. call collect. after 5 p.m. for
One or two person nip. OnE' mile
appointment. 1·314·33-1--1851.
south of SIU. Jay:;29-I291.
B523-1Bcl30
-l."95Bb1l8

Shopping &. Kroger. 2 miles or 9
mmutes to campus or downtown.

NOW-SUMMER·FALL.
Make
roommate hunting easy. Apply or
:ist with us. Two's Co. Roommate
~'inding Service. 529-2241.
5211 Be115

water heater. 50 foot lots. trees and
prh·acy. cable-TV. city water &.
sewers. underpinned &. skirted.
an~hored witli stf'el cables 0'1

SERIOUS fEMALE
GRAD
seeking to room with same. Need
good study environment, ha\'e 2
birds anti one outside dog. Mur·
~];Sboro-Carbondale ar~iBm5

I

MURDALE HOMES IN Car·

~~~~~s. ~,Wmi~t~es!i~~~dal:

rrOo~tiFe~: ~~f~i~!~! ~~~~ ~o~~~~~~cn

~a~~el!:::;s;. nt~:~~a:'t~nlrr

OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER. yr.
round. Europa, S. America,
Australia, ASia. All fieuis. $:100-

2000 Mo. Si~tseeinfi' Free info.

~:;~~aIb~1 Mar,<ta. 92~~~2-

ILl.
5058CI20

'H1t3t'·an·n-- I

TYPING - RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes transcribed. fermvo:pcrs, theses·
dissertatiun!>. book manuscripts,

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
in Lewis Park •• 84 school yr. ~.•
rent pi;JS utilities. call 457·5366.
5215Be1l6

conditioning. night lighting.
asphalt drive &. front door

~~~. ~fu~r~i~U~oA~"a~I;b1~

JU.~~I. 0~anrt~7_~ ~~m~~~~
~ning leases now. B5137Bcl25

ROOMMATE.

~~~ii!;~i~~:~~~~:~~us.

FEMALE

337.EI59

~~~D a~rt=£. ~~1n~

THE HANDYMAN·CARPENTRY,
!frywalling. painting, electrical.

street from campus, fil'8t and last

~~f!.SI~~ J?25 ~om~:
Don't waste money. Call us. 5294444.
84998Bcl25

I ~~':!nr:!r~&jf~;I~:;:

1 BEDROOM. $110; 2 bedroom,

MALE OR FEMALE to share
lame, nice four bedroom home

~~:: "::~~~~~g.ya~::my ha~~~f:

Reasonable rates. 457·7026.
5180EI26

TYPING. THE OFFICE. 409 W.
Main St. 549-3512.
4830E112

~~:~~~Ysr:,~~=~o~a~~ 1 ~.~g~o~a=, "f:;~~
529--1539.
B52~38cI31

carpeted. 3 blltS. from school. Call
549-4114 or 549-5027.
522IBe1l3

L

ROY AL RENTALS
AVAILABLE NOW

I CAMBRIA.

No Pets

TWO

BOLEN FURNITURE REPAIR
offers you over 30 yrs. experience,

~~~om~:~!YPa~~f~~~~~~

BEDROOM

results. 337 Lewis Lane. Phone 4~72924.
B508:lEJl7

Realty. Ask for Diane. ~::i~f123

e1 or 2 baths
e 2 ')r 3 bedrooms
e$145-$360

r..ults will blow
you awayl

~:tt~~~~~~~~~lec~:'

clubS. too! Call. Luv Tours (800)
368-2006. ask for Annette. 4434J119

Sheila for appt.

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
available at The Hair Lab. Call
Dinah Andt'rson, Electrology
Therapist. 529--14n, 529-3905.
B5108E121

JOBS:

493OC120

FOR

in-

Tucson, Arizona 85717.

4996C123

II ~~~~~~~~gist~nd~~c.,

stri'mtir::~~

JEWELRY REPAIR. NORTH
Star Creations. 717 S. Illinois
Ave. 457-8533. Complete line of
loose gem stones for custom
designing.
4644EI23

I

I

1

::m

I

h~ j:;~ r~O:u~ny ~da~ ~"a':i
~J:~~e~~::eY1:e:~z~~~~f~

ATTENTION
MOTORCYCLE
ENTHuSIASTS! The Southern
n1inois Motorcycle Association is
now forming road trips to Florida
&. Texas for interested motor·

~~~!~~~~. ~;rermo~~r!~fo.-m~r;n~
ra::;:e~~:~iz~P SIMA~~\2
JR. JUDO. (4-5PM); Jr. Taek·
wondo (5-6PMI. Tues. &. Thurs. for
8 wks. I Mar. 6·Apr.26)-$30.
Registration end!' Mar. 13. To

rr~~~.o~~i.nf?j u!~~l~~~fa~ul

class lime or call 1-893.423~
k1~~ke~~it.Jerr Forby. 4~~Sfr7

call

EUROPE' ROUNDTRIP AIR (St.
Louis-Frankfurt! $569. 2 mo.

"6-U11

~~~~rwss ~~'r~ost~!~"5~~~7

collect.

5115J1l2

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SKI
Association. Ski Utah! 6 nights

1'r.!~~:YsmUI!!;~eab~i!~ .Pt~e

Geer from Mirt:r .. Only $175.00.
Call Travel Associates now: 1·800558-3002.
521&1113

Place an ad taclayl

IT's TIME •••

("'iii5iHUiiPU

STAFF PHARMACIST

~~~t~J~~alr~J':i;;:,~, rgg!rti

with other students in your

:~rt'!?:r!s~n1ypi~~:es'nmOr~~~
AvaiJable June I, or after. very

~~~l.~i;.Fm~~ln:!~7352 or
B5162Bd125

.

FEMALE FOR 2
b~droom furnish~4 .apartment.
m0,J; month, utilities i~~

1'1 r-"n..--D-.E-.-C-L-A-S-S-.-F-IE-D-'-S-

FEMALE DANCERS AND bar·
tenders wanted. West Frankfort
area. Would like for you to do a
little of both. No nUdity. Ex-

'

MATURE

I'W:t·lI! gMt,! nit
ATTENTION SIU SUNBATHERS!
Surf's up but our prices aren't!

STOR·N-LOK
MINI
_
_ strenuous conditiOns. Salary: $200
WARI;;HOUSES. 707 E. College
' MS AT
d
to $400 per month plus end of
St.. Carbondale, self storage units.
NICE ROO
goo ra~es. 54?"
service bonus. Degree helpful
many sizes available, low monthly
2831
4756Bdl;,9
Contact Peace Corps Office, Room
rates, for more info., call 529-1133.
TWO BLOC-'<S OFF campus. Well
117. Ag, 536-7727.
4627C1l2
B5129E143
kept, furnished rooms (!lr men at
PART.TIME MAINTENANCE
.
BILL'S
TRAILER REPAIR. We
31:l West ColI~e. 684-5911.:
MAN for trailers and rental
fix al~ types. free est., fully ins.
________
B_5'Y1_0_B_d_ll_7 . houses. $4.00-hr. ~ust have tools
Now IS' the time to fIX up that
5190EI34
NEWLY CARPETED,
m1~~~~I~~~~~~~ trailer. 867·2528.
DECOR.A.TED furnished rooms.
Utilities included. 1"2 blocks from
CRUISESHIPS HIRING! $ IIi·
BRAKE WORK, LOWEST rates
~ampus. SI75-month. 549-5596 af.ter 130' 000 ! Carribea!l Hawa!i, World.
arOlDId. Guaranteed. 529-2287.
a p.m.
.
B5064Bd118 Call for GUide, Directory,
5191E117
ROOMS. CARBONDALE,' FOR Newslet~ 1-(9,6) M4-~~ Ext.
TYPING, FAST. ACCURATE,
men " women students in
Southern II. Cnm;e.
",,42CI27 experienced, different t'lf:' day
~~~~~t:. ~~~:r~I\~eb~= AIRLINES fiRING!. s:rE',VAR~r~. g-..manteed..90 52io~f3
north of ~niversity Library. You
DESSES\v Rese~a~lonlsts. 14have key to the apl!rtment and to
~,OOO.
orl!Iwlde. Call or
.. NEW CREDIT CARD! No one
your pnvate room. Yoo have your
Directory. GUide. Newsletter.. 1·
refused! Also, information on
own private frustless refrigerator
(916) ~,Ext Southern II. Air.
receivin" Visa Mastercard with
&. 2 cOoking ranges in eacli ap!\rt5241CI27
no credit cheCk. Free brochure.
STUDENT SECRETARIES: 2
Call: 602-95H266 Extension 458."
ment. SJlare~itChen" bath, wlth.2
lava tones, With other students m 0 enin2s. One for P. M. work
4997E114
~our apartment. !lnly. ~a~e bfock liegins immediately and
~'If~'hJ~J~e~I'fn"~:~~pay continues through summer. 'DIe ~~~r~hTTE~'tmo~:~~NDA:t.
telephone washer" dryer COca- other for A. M. work block begl~
dividualized care Reasonable 457
cola machine, security \ights.
4-&-84. Both~y 14 how:s per week
7901.
.
4396EU:i
Utilities included in rent, very
Mondays ~ rou~h Fridays. Execonomical, '.-ery competiti~e.
cenenJ..~~).sA~_~=st(: PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
AvatlableJune I or ~ter. Call 4,,7file at SWFA.
Phone
be depilation. ~ through the
7352 or 529·')777. Slgmn, leases
Psychology 536-2301 ext. 221 for
W~:u=::at529-~~~tem. Call
now.
B5 63Bdl25 appointment for required typin2
B5249E1l6
ROOMS. CARBONDALE, FOR ~i~:l~.__. . ,_____. __~B~~~47~CI~16~~______~__________~,
women students. in an Apartment,
very near campus on South Poplar

ROOIIIIIIet. .

1 PR HANDCUFFS on 2-25 at
Home for Wayward Girls No ~s
and no parties till re!U~~GI13

AL TERA TIONS,
CLOTHING
EXPERT seamstress. Lowest
tf.iCes. 1182 East Walnut. (Behind

WANTED: AGR!CUL'ITRISTS,
TEACHERS. health workers

Room.

~~t ~~~ffa~529--~~~et~:

can 45Hl67.

typewriter. Can. 457-4568. 4936EI20

IE

Have a
Ha-,py 9th Birthday

SMALL MALE DOG. off white
with shades of brown. Looks like
Benji. Answers to' . Bonzo". Love
him much. Reward. 529-4813 or 1997-4671.
5216G114

Every Saturday 12:15pm
onWX'-N
Radio 103.9 FM

!:~~.~Her.~~~~v~:;i:

}b..o--o.:~~:Q...;?~?o-4

REW ARD FOR LOST Kitten,
Female,S mos. old, Lt. brown &.

~'"3~:~~~ J;I=~J:oo~iT7'

ALASKAN

"

h~r~o~i~le'R~n n~k~~w!~~
can 549-3593.
5205G121

TERM PAPERS.
THESES,
Dissertations. resumes,' report
projects. etc., (IBM electroniC
eqwpmenu Call549-6226. 4896E1l8

8507IB1118

I

4989G113
LOST-GOLD·COLOURED ~ket
watch. Ma<.Tamed fob. Lost Thur.

MoLne Home Lot.

Sa't.vm~~~am lOam-6p~~~'r8

Only 2 mU..
North of Campua.
Si"9 I• Ral..
Available

~a~an'rc~~~~~s1~:~~:!l~~eas!!

BIG. SECLUDED S,iADY mobile
home lot. First month free. $45-

I
~~:~~ob~~~e:· ~o::'~,
I
,:::::========:::=.1
OMIS

LOST: ORANGE TIGER 6 mos.
male kitten. Answers to Rooster,

listen to the
8111 Wheetley
and Family Program

Wa~:OnW~afJ~. S~ut~~ H~~~f:

e Laundromot

e CABLEVISION

LOST

I AIM dESIGN STUDIO. GARMENTS desi~ned. clothinfi con-

I

-FREE BUS
TOSIU

4863EI25

DAVIS
CONSTRUCTION·
ANYTHING from a hole in your
roof to a whole new hOIL;e. Af·
fordable quality. 457--8438. 4875E159

1"f~e:e~g:r~:~ ~!'11~=~

457.4422

=

1

Dupl....

I

404 E. College
Carpeted. All EI-ectric.
Furnished. AlC.

ELECTRICAL,

f~!~:A~~~:~"a~'es~~~~l~

ELEGANT THREE BEDROOM.
$375 per month. Available 1m·
. mediately, furnished, in beautiful
, colonial style duplex house, close
~~sand the univ~i1src~

2 Bdrrrl. Apt. $300-mo.

"~O··'~I·lI""'*

CARPENTRY,

'----__----.IIII

,

Immediate opportunity in prc;gressive 188 bed
general hospital and trauma center. Pharmacy
is computerized and present programs include
Unit Dose and IV Admixture. Excellent benefit
package and salary commensurate. Join aur
excellent stoff for a sound career in health ~•
GOOD ~AMARITAN HOSPITAL
605 N. 12th .......
MI.V..--n..2. . .
• 18-244-7007 (collect)
an "iUGl opportunity employer

........ ...........
,.....

....CUIIIND

....n

top••c••
D.E. CLASSIFIED
536-3311
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Staft Photo by Se\'iIIe Loberg
Per Wadmark will try to snap his 0-6 mark at So. 1 "Ingles for the
Salukis when SIl'oC plays host to Illinois Saturday.

LeFevre makes change
in netters' singles lineup
By George Pappas
Staff Writer

llIiuois will roll. into Carbondale Saturday to take on the
SIU-C men's tennis team. The
Illini are searching for their
fifth win and their second
against the winless Salukis this
season.
The Salukis lost to the JIlini. 4·
2. in Danville on Feb. 12, 8-l.
The lone Saluki win in the
match came from Gabriel Coch
and Chris Visconti's !'io. 2
doubles win against John Losito
and Mike :\Iever. 6-4. 2-6. 6-4.
But Saluk'i Coach Dick
LeFevre is going to make a
change to try to stop the
Salukis. 0-6. from losing their
seventh straight. He has flipflopped Coch and Lars Nilsson
at :'Iio. 2 and ;>';0. 3 singles. Coch
\\ill play No. 2 singles for the
first time in his career.
"It's def nitely a step up for
me:' Coch. a junior from
Colombia. said. "But, I'd like to
see the team win."
Coch has a recofd of 3-3 at No.
3. but it is the best record the

Losito 6-7. 4-6 in their last
match.
Visconti will try to get his
second win of the year at ;>';0. 4
singles as he will probably face
:\Iike Meyer. :\Ieyer beat
Visconti 7-5. 6-1 in their last
outing.
Paul Rasch. H. will go for his
second consecutive win at No.5.
He may face Scott Greenberg
who squeezed past Rasch 7-5. 75 last time out. Rasch got his
first win of the year last week
against Purdue's Andrew
Hocker 7-6. 6-4.
At NO.6 singles. the Salukis
will go with 16-year-old Steve
Quanor again. Quanor hasn't
won in four matches this season
but is getting stronger as he
gets more playing time.

~l~r~~v~. ~:~~ohi~lifl:sesd ~~
Purdue's Kevin Gregory last
week. 2-6. 3-6.
:"ilsson. a freshman from
Sweden. has gone to the third
set in only one match this year.
That was against Alan Bennaroch of Vanderbilt in the first
match of the season. Bennaroch
edged :'Iiilssol) 4-6. 6-4, 7-6.
"I want Lars to win one so he
can gain some confidence."
LeF<!vre said. "Coch also
deserves a shot at No.2."
Per Wadmark will get
another shot to win his first of
the year at No. 1. He is 0-6. But
for three of the matches.
Wadmark had the flu. He should
be at full strength Saturday
despite the team getting only
two nours of practice this week
because of the weather.
Wadmark will face either
Losito, David Goodn~an or
Brian Adams. Wad mark lost to

Page
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extra intensity to pay the
price."
The Salukis open the outdoor
season March 14 at the Florida
State Quadrangular.
"With the predominance of
we:qht throwers wt' have on the
team. we are better suited for
the outdoor season than the
indoor season." DeNocn said.
"Rhonda gives us 10 points
indoors but in outdoors she
could score 30 points because
she competes In three events."
McCausland was the conference champion last year in
the javelin and discus, two
events that are not held in the
indoor season. Other plavers
who will contribute wilf be
Cynthia Joy and Laurie Dvorak
in the javelin. and Denise
Daiber in the shot put.
"I certainly see Cynthia Joy
as being a consistent contributor in the outdoor season. "
DeNoon said. "I hope Debra
Davis is capable of training to
the level she is capable of and if
she does, she could dominate
the outdoor circuit."
Davis, the only senior on the

ATCH

$14.98

;~~ti~~e :i~~ t:;e ~~gh e/~r.
De:'lioon said he isn't sure if
Anderson is going to participate
outdoors in the heptathlon.
DeNoon hopes distance
runner Lisa Reimund will able
to compete for the Salukis in the
outdoor season.
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run.
Denise
Blackman.
the
defending outdoor cC':uerence
champion and school record
holder in the l00-meter dash,
will also compete in the 200- and
4OI}-meter dash for the Salukis.
DeNoon thinks the Salukis
\\ill have a solid 4xl01}- and
4x400-meter relay team with
Jennifer Bartley, Cathy Davis,
and Blackman likely running
three of the legs. Contesting for
the fourth position will be Debra
Davis. Tammy Talbert, and
Karen CllOJ)er.
Sue Anderson will compete in
three events - the :ligh jump.
the long jump and the triple
jump.
Last week at the GCAC meet.
Anderson set a school record in

The All New Seafood Buffet
Dinner
Includes All
This and A
Complete Salad
Bar for

the pentathlon with 2.965 points.

Happy Hour 3-9 Everyday
2S¢ drafts $1.50 pitchers' 40¢ drafts $2.00 pitchers
Old Style, Old Sril;? light BUSCH. Michelob. Michelob Dark
75¢~

$125 ~
9S¢ Kahlua or Bailey's OiInd coffee

75¢wineand~

'Last Chance' to qualify for men.
By David Wilhelm
Staff Writer

be going for a vault of 16-10.

The Saluki men's track team
travels to Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
this weekend to compete in the
Last Chance Invitational.
SIU-C will be attempting to
aualifv more individuals for the
NCAA indoor championships to
llf' held Mar. 9 and 10 in
Syracuse, N.Y.
The Salukis hav~ already
posted NCAA qualifying times
m six events during the indoor
season. According to assistant
Coach Bili Cornell, a number of
those individuals will also be
going to the invitational to stay
in tune for the NCAAs.
Edison Wedderburn will be
trying to qualify in the two-mile
run. If he is to qualify, he will
need to cut more than nine
seconds off his previous best
time of the season, 8:49.72. The
NCAA qualifying time is 8:40.
Cornell said that Chris Bunyan
will run with Wedderburn as a
pacemaker.
Pole vaulter Andy Geiger will

Geiger's best this season has
been 16-6. John Sayre, whose 18foot vault at the Purdue Invitational Jan. 14 qualified him
for the nationals, will compete
this weekend to stay sharp.
High jumper Stephen Wray,
who last week won his fourth
consecutive Missouri Valley
Conference championship in the
~vent, will be trylng,to reach.a
JUmp of 7-2.75. Wray s best this
season has ~n 7-1.
Cornell believes Wray can
qualify for the nationals this
weekend.
"He's capable of making it
and placing in the nationals,"
Cornell said. "He hasn't put it
together yet. He has nowhere to
pimp. He needs to wear spikes
and there's no place in the
Arena for him to work."
Mike Franks, who is ranked
third in the world in the 400meter, Will be trying to improve
his position in the 440-yard
dash. Franks has already
surpassed the qualifying time of
47.50 with a run of 47.05 Feb. 11.

For individuals to qualify for
the nationals, they not only
have to have the required
NCAA time, but must also be in
the top 20 of those times.
Elvis Forde wiU be making
the trip to Tennessee to run the
44t}yard dash as a tune-up for
the SIlO-meter dash, which he
qualified for Jan. 28, and the
600-yard dash, which he
qualified for F..,b. 25. Forde set
SIU-C records in both events
during the season, running the
500-meter in 1:02.19and the 600yard dash in 1:08.70.

Fine Italian Food
204 W, College
549·7242

Breakfast Special
2 eggs, 2 sausage links,
hash browns, toast or biscuits

'1."

lIIIall onle.. of biscuit. &

gravy"~

Cornell said that the mile
relay team will be competing as
a tune-up also. The team of
Parry Duncan, Forde, Franks
and Tony Adams posted a
world·best time o.f 3:08.94 Jan.
28.

John Smith, already qualified
for the NCAA:;, will try to improve on a Feb. 4 toss of 62-9.75.
That throw was also an SIU-C
indoor record and it met the
NCAA requirement of 60-2.

DeNoon waits for outdoor year
By Steve Koulos
Staff Writer

Coach Don DeNoon said he is
looking forward to the outdoor
season after a disappointing
sixth-place finish last weekend
at the Gateway Collegiate
Athletic Conference indoor
championships.
The only Saluki to qualify for
the NCAA indoor championships, held March 8-10 at
Syracuse, N.Y., was shot putter
Rhonda McCausland. She
bettered the NCAA indoor
qualifying distance of 48-9 twice
this season, including a schoolrecord 49-foot, 9.25-inch effort to
win the Illinois Invitational
Feb.18.
The Salukis' best indoor
performance this season was a
fifth-place finish at the eightteam Eastern Invitational Feb.
11.
Despite the Salukis recording
15 personal bests in 23 events at
the GCAC indoor championships,
DeNoon
was
disappointed with the performance. SIU-C scored only!fl
points in the meet.
"I wasn't totally disappointed

with the indoor track season
itself," said DeNoon, whose
team broke seven school
records. "I was disappointed
with our performance in the
conference championships
because I think we could have
scored at least 50 points. The
4x220-yard relay team was
disqualified because of in·
terference and we should have
finished in the top three in that
event."
~e Salukis failed to score in
the distance events, which were
worth 150 points. Kathryn
Doelling finished seventh in the
88().yard run despite a schoolrecord time of 2:22.70. Sally
Zack had personal-best times of
11: 13.58 in the two-mile run, and
17:17.80 in the three-mile run.
"We ran good races in the
'distance events, but everyone
else in the conference ran a
little better," DeNoon said.
DeNoon said he felt only 75
cercent of his athletes per-

satisfied with some of our kids
because they don't have the

• 11 N. Washington

See OUTDOORS, Page 20

br'.t~E~__~d

457-3308

o~~~~ ~t th~irdic:rbi:~~~.

that some athletes di~ rea~
down and pick our team up," he
said. "We're continuing to
improve as a team, but I'm not

1700 W. Main Carbondale

MENU
-----

Lunch 'Buffet

3.19

4.19
Dinner Buffet
Soup I Salad
2.85
1.99
Salad Bar OrIly
Children 4-10 (AIw.,s,1.99

QUILT SHOW
March 5-11
Past and present-tIE lives of women are reflected in the quilts the) make. This
Monday through SlJIday, University ,Mall will be filled with quilts, both contempll'ary and
from days past.
Vote for your favorite quilt and register to win anew quilt to be awarded on Saturday,
March 10 at 1:30 p.m. You need oot be present to win.
University Mall &store employees and their immediate families are oot el igible for the
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Gridders to meet governor

Gym.nasts host Saluki quad;
V ogel says Iowa State tough

SW-C's NCAA I-AA national
championship football team
will have lunch at the governor's mansion at Springfield
Friday.
The team was extended the
invitation before the championship gamt'o More than 100
players will attend the luncheon, as will President Albert
Somit and Chancellor Kenneth
Shaw, according to men's
sports information. The Saluki
Shakers, SlU-C cheerleaders

By Jim Lex8
Sports Editor

SIU-C's women's gymnastics
team, for the second time this
season, will face the No.1-

~hr:n~OIl~:a~t ~i:>~~~ta~

competes in the Scluki Quad at

~MgU!~:yr:~~ ~n;. in
Division II, but then it broke the
lro.point barrier to gain the tdp
spot. Jacksonville State, which
beat the Salukis early this
season
at
the
Arena,
relin~ished its hold on the No.
1 ranking.
Although
SEMO
has
averaged nearly 178 points per
meet this season, Saluki Coach
Herb Vogel anticipates a closer
match to come from Iowa State.
Memphis State, the fourth
team in the meet, might not be
much of a factor. It is unranked
this season, and has been
scoring in the high 1605 to low
1708.
SIU-C's average is at 178.4375,
good enough for the No. 2
ranking in the Central region.
Alabama leads the Central
region with a 180.10 average.
The Salukis' high score of
181.70 ranks them No.6 in the
nation, and No.2 in the Central
region.
"Any meet that we go into is a
tough meet':' Vogel said. "It's
going to be a good meet."
Iowa State is carrying a 174.20
average, while the Cyclones'
top score is a 176.45,
The Cyclones are coached by
Donna Schaenzer Kramer, a
former Saluki gymnast who
was inducted into the SIU
Athletic Hall of Fame in 1982.
Kramer, in her fifth year as
coach of Iowa State, has had
good luck against her former
mentor's squad, posting a 3-1
record against the Salukis,
Vogel said that Kramer's
squad is "the best team they've
had since she'~ been."
"She gets t~,e most mileage
out of the kids that she has,"
Vogel said.
Iowa State is led by
sophomore Kathy Edwards,
who received the Big Eight
Gymnast of the Month Award
for February, Edwards is
carrying a 36.20 average, and is
the best vau1t:~ on the.
Cyclones, Vogel said.
On the uneven parallel b8tS,
Vogel said that Iowa State leads
off with and ends with "good"
routines.
"In between, though, we're
better," Vogel said. "We have
five routines that compare with
their best one."
Although the Salukis may
match up well on the une'ven
parallel bars, the balance beam
could be another story.
SIU-C has fallen off the beam
seven times in each of its last
two meets, and Iowa State has
three good beam workers.
Vogel, though, said that ~rt of
his squad's problem IS the
amount of difficulty that has
been added to his gymnasts'
routines since they have been
freshman at SIU-C.
"With the exception of (Pam)
Turner, a grf'.at deal of things
that the kids are doing on tile
beam have been learned since
they have gotten here," Vogel
said. "Lori (Steele) is raising
her level of skills (from the
class 1 gymnast to an elite
gymnast). It takes a little while
to get yourself situated."
When the Salukis take the
floor at the quad. it will be their
second meet in two days. SIU-C
competes at Dlinois Saturday,
and the Salukis may be feeling
the toll that traveling can take,
Vogel said he doesn't know how
the road meet Saturday will
affect his squad's home meet

and a pep band will also accomr.any the team.
Former Saluki Coach Rey
Dempsey might attend the
luncheon, but it was not confirmed as to whether he would
be able to.
Defensive tackle Kenny
Foster said it was "great" to be
going.
"!t's pretty nice," Fosler
said. "The team is excited to be
going."
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SUPER PRICF.s.sUPER MICROS
SAGE computer.. use the 68000 CPU
(16Mbytes acIchssre capabIIty), ames
with UCSOp-Slistem, Pascal, Macro
Assembler, Multi-user system, RlDIlime
Fortran & Basic, Wordprocessor and
Sprea<lsheet.

SAGE CONFIGURATIONS
INCLUDE:
1 64I..1K floppy & 256K Ram $3900
2640K IloppIes & 25K RAM $4700
1 floppy. 25K RAM 6MB Hard

D\s!,

$7300

1 tIoppy. 1MB RAM 18MB Hard
DIsk
$10,000

20" EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT
Applicable.
Below are computers & pertpherals we
any. Call us for a complete hst.
SANYO ~50 _
OKIDATA 18lA) MIS
SANYO ~SSSIl.9 TOSHIBAIPtl5<lIS179S

..\:

TAlLY IIiOL S65<l

QUMI!(VTIOIISS60

S.E.SlNC.
25 E. WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60602

6 VOLT SIZES FROM $8,91

ABSOCIATED

~g

In Murphysboro, 10k. 127 North to
Industrial Park Rd. (across from
McDonald's). Tum left at first slop
sign. th.n left agoin 10 Associated
BoII.ry Supply.

(312)726-0044

Call 687·3344

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg
Maggie Nidirfer owns the Salukis' third-highest score on the
balance beam this season with a 9.0 mark,

Sunday.
"I'll anBwer that at 5 p.m.
Sunday," Vogel said, "It is a lot
easier, though, in back-te-back
meets to have the first one away
and then come home than it is to
be at home and then go on the
road.
"It shouldn't affect us too
adversely because we're in
pretty good shape. Only if we
get injured should it hurt us."
Turner will compete in the
all-around this weekend after
being held out of the uneven
parallel bars Sunday against
Indiana and Illinois State. She
had the flu the week before the
triangular, and her practice
time on bars was limited, Vogel
said.
Michelle Spillman will try to

rI
I
I
I
I
I
I
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bounce ba~k this weekend after
scoring a 35.50 in the all-around
last weekend. Spillman is
carrying a four-meet average of
37.175, a Saluki season record.
She is r'dnked No. 4 nationally
all-around, while she is ranked
No. 1 iu both the floor exercise
and the uneven parallel bars, In
the Central region, Spillman
ranks No. 1 in every event
except for the balance beam.
Steele and Jennifer Moore
rank No, 2 and No.3, respeclively, in the vault in the Central region. Turner is ninth in
all-around, while Steele, after
cracking the 36-point barrier for
the first time two weeks ago and
duplicating it last week, has
climbed to No. 15.
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Swim teams to play host to Ozark meet
By Scott Rich
Starr Writer

The SIU-C swimming teams
have a final opportunity to
qualify individuals for the

~~~th~ha~~~~~~~k a~e~~

Invitational Friday through
Sunday.
The Ozark Invitational, an
open meet for collegiate and
national club teams, starts at 6
p.m. Friday, with finals in three
event!>. Saturday will feature
preliminaries 3t ~o a.m. and
finals at 6 p.m., while Sunday's
sessions begin at 9 a.m. and 5
p.m.
Meet organizer Mark Rorner,
the assistant women's swim·
ming coach and Saluki Swim
Club coach, said no team scores
will be kept during the meet.
Joining the SIU-C men's and
women's teams are collegiate
from
Arkansas,
s9,uads
Missouri and Cincinnati. The
Saluki Swim Club and St.Louis
area teams - Sugar Creek,
Parkway and the Clayton-Shaw
swim clubs - will also compete
in the invitational.

The Saluki women have
alrt>ady qualified nine in·
dividuals and all five relay
teams for the NCAAs, while the
Saluki men have qualified four
individuals and both relay
teams.
Roxanne
Wendy Irick,
Carlton and Armi Airaksinen
have met NCAA standards in
three events.
Irick has qualified in the 200
backstroke, and 200 and 400
individual medleys. Carlton has
qualified in the 500 and 1,650
freestyles, and the 400 1M, and
Airaksinen has met standards
in the 100 and 200 butterflys, and
the 400 1M.

w:s,;}!ll~~d J~~~t~':::ont:~~~h

have qualified in two events.
Martin has met standards in
the 100 and 200 breaststrokes,
Westfall in the 1,650 free and 200
fly, and Coontz in the 500 and
1,650 frees.
Rene Ro!'alty and Pam
Ratcliffe each have qualified
for the NCAAs in one event.
Royalty has met the standard in
the 50 free, while Ratcliffe has
qualified in :he 100 breast.

The Saluki's 200, 400 and 800
free relay teams, and the 200
and 400 medley teams have all
met NCAA standards, Barb
Larsen, Claudia Zkrold. Sue
Wittry and Laura Brown have
qualified on the relay teams.
Coontz, IriCK, Martin and
Ratcliffe have qualified for the
OlympiC Trials June 25-30 at
Indianapolis, Ind.
Women's swimming Coach
Tim Hill said all of his swimmers will be going for NCAA
standards, but Westfall in the
500 free, Carlton in the 400 1M
and Coontz in the 200 free have
the best shot at making th·~
times.
Andrez Grillhammar is the
lone member of the Saluki
men's swimming team to meet
standards.
two
NCAA
Grillhammar has qualified for
the NCAAs in the 500 and 1,650
frees.
Gary Brinkman has met the
standard in the 500 free while
Barry Hahn has qualified in the
200 free. Erwin Kratz has met

Besides
Ledvora
and
Luyando, alI-arounder Charles
Lakes pla~ an important role
on the IIhni squad. Lakes will
face Brendan Price on the
vault. Price Mlds the SIU-C
school record with a 9.9. Lakes
I:.is also scored a 9.9 on the
vault. Lakes is the Illini's best

fn:rfa!t :~r~ afl~:s.e~~~:l
Lawrence Williamson and
• Price will probably need their
best performances of the year
to top Lakes on the floor.
Lakes also holds the Illini
school record in the all-around,
with a score of 57.60. The closest
Saluki is senior John Levy W!th
a 55.90.
Illinois has Kari Samsten
performing all-around, but
Illini Coacn Yoshi Hayasaki
doesn't know if Samsten will be
at full strength for the meet.
Samsten, a 55.o-point avera!f'
::~a~hs8~tr~:e:eek.ith t e
The Saluki lineup for the meet

re~~~e~s ~~~eMa~k~donLtl.~

floor exercise for the fifth
position.

:c;: ;:

MARCH 4
Walnut St. Baptist Chruch
Walnut & University Ave.
7:00-9pm. Large screen & Lift for wheelchairs
FREE ADMISSION

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED • Cost osabout the
same as a semester In a U S college $3.189
Price includes let round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board. and tUition com·
pie••. Government grants and loans may be
apphed towards our programs

ea~~~~ef~~fDfu~ 1~:g~~

Meade said that if Preston
Knauf's fmger feels fine, he will
work three events. After that,
Murph Melton and Kevin
Mazeika are challen~g each
other for the fifth position on the

AW1lRlOWlOEPlCTURElRElEASI

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginOE:rs, "in between"
students. and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!

is still ''up for grabs," Meade
said.
fifth positions on a lot of the
events," Meade said. "I will
decide on Saturday who will
perform."

Olympic Trial qUE'.ilfying times.
Men's swimming Coach Bob
Steele said Tom Hakanson in
the 50 and 100 frees. Wooley in
the 100 and 200 breasts and
Chris Shaw in the 200 1M and 100
breast are his best beats to
mak .. the standards.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

GYMNASTS from Page 24
face Dlini David Luyando on the
still rings. Both have scored a
9.55 thiS season. Both squads
are predominently 46-point
scorers on the rings.

the NCAA standard in the 400
1M.
The Saluki 400 free relay
team has also qualified for the
NCAAs.
Breaststroker Larry Wooley
and freer Hahn have turned in

LI'IIe with a Spanish family. attend classes
lour hours a day, four days a 'Neek, four
months. Earn 16 hrs of credit (equlyalent to.

I

semesters laughlin U S colleges over a two
year time span) YourSpan.sh studles.,Ube
enha.i1ced by opponunlhM no. available.n a
U.S classroom Siandard,zedtestsshowour
5'ud1tnts'language skills $upeflor to students
completmg two year programs .n U 5
Advanced courses also

------------ I

Hurry. 11 takas a 101 Of 'Ime 10 make aU a,-

i:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - F"..

____________

1

rangements

I

SPRING SEMESTER - Feb 1· June 1
FALL SEMESTER - Sept 10 -De<: 22
each year
FULLY ACCREDITE.D - A Program 01 T"n'ly

I

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

CIl,,",an College

For futlln'ormatlon - send cauDon to
II

WOUld .... wtIonubon Oft futlno ............
~1 . . . . . NIow
yOU

2442 E Colher SE. F-3
Grand RapIds. MIchIgan 49506
(A Program 01 T"nlly Chroshan College.

Melton, Mazeika and Mark
Ulmer are fighting each other
for the fourth and fifth spots on
the rings.
The Salukis, 11-1, would love
to beat the mini, but they also
want to top the 280 mark. They

~~~~;,:.g~~t ~~':: f~::

short the last two meets. They
scored a 273.80 on Feb. 18 and a
278.45 against Nebraska last
week. Omy four teams have
scored 280 this year - UCLA
(four times), Ohio State
(three), Oklahoma State
(twice) and Iowa (once).

46thANNUAL MEETING
o/the

IV EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION
MARCH 6, 1984

Bring A Bunch To Ramada Inn'.

4thAnnuai
EASTER SEALS
FLEA MARKET

at the
SIU STUDENT CENTER

BALLROOMB
Luncheon·
Business Meeting
·RSVP-ADVANCE TICKETS REQUIRED for those desiring lunch.
Tickets will be available at the Credit Union office and various
on-campus locations for $3.00 per person. -

II

Booths Still Available.
$10.00 Space Rental Fee is Donated Pl~:!I::~
To The Easter Seal Society.

Sun., March 4, 9am-Spm.
Booths :nclude: Arts & Crafts
Antiques, Baked Goods, Dutch Auction.
For More information: s.t9.7311

CALL 457·3595 FOR ADDITIONAL TICKET INFORMATION.
FollOwing the Business Meeting and Election of Officers,
DOOR PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED.

THIS IS YOUR CREDIT UNION
MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND Nowm

. •
..
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Cagers lose at Drake
By Daryl Van Schouwen
Staff Writer

Drake tniled by 11 early in
the first hdlf but rallied for a 27lead with six minute:; left.
The Bulldogs never trailed after
that
Drake led 45-35 with 17
minutes left in the game before
SIU·Ccame back to within 55-54
with8:15leftand to 70-68 with 55
seconds remaining on key
baskets by Roy Birch, but the
Bulldogs hit clutch free throws
in the final minute to ice the
win.
Birch led SIU-C with 24
points. Cleveland Bibbens had
18 and Ken Perry 11. Limited by
foul trouble, Perry had just four
field goal tries.
26

. Drake squelched SIU-C's
hopes of hosting a Missouri
Valley Conference tournament
game by defeAting the Salukis
77-70 in Des Moines, Iowa,
Thursday in the regular-season
finale for both teams.
The loss gave SIU-C a 7·9
record in the MVC, 15-12
overall.
Coupled
with
Creighton's win over Wichita
State, it clinched fourth place
for Creighton, 8-7.
The win guaranteed Drake, 412 in the MVC, at least a tie for
eighth place and the final berth
in the tournament.

Drake was led by Melvin
Mathis with 24 points, 16 in the
second half. Dar;1 Lloyd scored
20

Bern..rd Campbell clicked on
four of his first five shots to
vault the Salukis to a 16-7 lead
after seven minutes of play.
SIU-C led 26-19 with eight
minutes left in the first half, but
Drake e~(ploded with a 14-2
spurt in th'! next five to claim a
33·m Ip:ln with 2:40 left.
Drake's rally was rapped
with a dunk by Uoyd, who came
off the bench to lead the
Bulldogs, who led 39-34 at
halftime, with 12 first-half
points.

Rebuilt infield carries Ilopes
of success for baseball team
by Uaryi Van Schouwen
Starr Writer

One of the keys to the success
-or failure - of the 1984 Saluki
baseoall team will be the play of
Staff Photo by Scott Shaw its infield.
"You can't win and be sucBrendan Price and ~he Salukis put their lI-meet winning streak on cessfu! if your defense isn't
the line wht"n they take on Illinois Saturday.
strong," Coach Itchy Jones
said, "and defense in baseball is
primarily the infield."
Jones said that the infield
play, particularly at shortsto~,
was a liability Oil last year s
squad which posted a 23-18
record.
Only senior Herb Voss scored
"Shortstop was definitely a
:Sy George Pappas
higher than a nine on the horse problem last year," said Jones,
,taff Writer
for the Salukis in that meet. who used Rich Koch there for
Voss scored a 9.8, the third time most of the season before
The Salukis will be seeking
this year he did it. Voss is still replacing him with freshman
:heir 12th consecutive win when
chasmg
the school record, a 9.9 Jay Burch. Koch appeared in 40
:hey invade the Assembly Hall
by Brian Babcock. But Voss will games and committed 16
it Champaign Saturday af·
have more to worry about than errors.
:ernoon to face R-2 Illinois.
the record as his hands will be
Saluki Coach Bill Meade has
Bureh appeared in 24 games
full against Illini pommel horse and committed four errors. He
.mphasi7Pd intense workouts
worker, Joe Ledvora. Voss and played shortstop in the Missouri
on the porn ~el horse this week
Ledvora have met twice this Valley Conference playoffs, and
in preparation for the Illini
season, each winning once.
meet.
"I want to contribute as manr, is the incumbent there this
"We could have easily lost
points to the team as I can, ' year.
that meet against Nebraska last
"His tempe:ment may be the
Voss said, "but as a personal
week because of our poor
goal, beating Joe in Champaign thing that hurts him," Jones
said.
.. A lot will depend on his
~~~~g :~i:re .r.;~emrll~~rs:r~ would be a great thrill for me.
He's been tormenting me since maturity. He can't let his oftaking Ul' seriously; so we're
fense
affect
his aefense and vice
high school."
going to need the oest score
Both teams are usually 45- versa.'t
possible to win."
Burch
batted
.154 last year
goint scorers on the horse.
The firth-ranked Salukis
and Jones said that "if he
scored only 44.40 on the hQrse
e\~~rsk~;Y3td~EJSein:e
~t~i.
go out. In
doesn't
hit
he'll
against Nebraska, their third
Saluki Gregg Upperman will college baseball you can't
worst showing of the year, but
they rallied on the high bar to
sacrifice a weak bat for a good
See GYMNASTS, Page 23
win the meet.
glove."

GYlnnasts to take aim
for 12th straight win

Burch finds himself in the Jones said, "uut it's hard to tell
middle of a relatively brand how well they'll handle it under
new starting infield. He'll be game conditions. Some in·
flanked by second ba"eman fielders get scared, others get
Mike Gellinger, a third aggressive. 1 like to see them
baseman last year, and Mike get aggressive."
Blumhorst, wno playect first
Nobody has emerged as a
base. Greg Severin, a transfer, field leader, Jones said, and
he's hoping someone will accept
will open at first ba!'e.
"It's new to most of them." that role by the time the spring
Jones said, "but everybody has trip in Coral Gables, Fla. is
the ability to play the position over.
"You've got to have
he's in, and they've all played
the position before."
somebody to keep the people
Blumhorst, a .310 hitter last informed out there," Jones
seaso", realizes the importance said.
Six infielders will make the
of a steady infield.
"We feel like the play of the trip to Coral Gables. Jones said
shortstop, second baseman and he'll take two freshmen, Terry
myself will have a lot to do with Jones and James Hammond,
how well we do," he said.
along with the starters.
Jones said Blumhorst showed
Hammond, primarily a third
sure hands, a quick relea!le and and first baseman, will open at
an adequate arm at third base designated hitter, Jones said.
last fall.
He can also pitch.
"He doesn't have a real
Severin's b.iggest a.sset i!l his
bat, Jon~ said. A sWltc~-hitter. strong arm but is an aggressive
~ones said that he h~sn t ~hown player" said Coach Jones. "He
he power.yet that s been ex- looks like be'll develop into a
."
peeted. A ng..ltt-handed thrower,
Jones anaiyzed Severin's decent hitter.
defensive capabilities by saying
Jones has enough confidence
"he can scoop the ball and in his infielders that he cited
make the putout at first base." their defensive potential as one
Bu.rch's sidekick at second of three reasons the 19[>1 Salukis
base will be Gellinger, a will be "a much better team
sophomore who batted .286 and U)an in the past."
commitl~d 10 errors in 40
"Our infield defense is good,
games last year. Jones said our pitching will be sound
Gellinger's arm is adequate enough to keep us in the game,
enough to turn the doubll~ play. and I think we'll have six guys
"Burch and Gellingel' look hitting the ball well every time
okay turning the double play," out," Jones "eJd.

"'omen have must-win game
~nd

By Dan Devine
Staff Writer

had an off night the last time."
SIU-C,was able to get the ball inside

The SIU-C women's basketball team
has beaten Eastern Illinois twice this
year, the second time by 17 points, but
will have to do it again Saturday night
to stay in the race for the Gateway
Conference title.
Tipoff is at 7:35 at Davies Gymnasium.
The Salukis hold a hali-game lead on
JJrake, but the teams are even in the
loss colmon. SIU-C has three games
remaining, all at home, while Drake
has four games. The stage appears set
for a one-game playoff Friday March 9
- if both teams do the expected and
avoid upsets, The Gateway titleist goes
to the NCAA tournament.
"Everything we've worked for comes
down ta whether we can win our next
three, maybe four, games," Saluki
Coach Cindy Scott said. "I believe
there's a strO'ng chance for a p~ayoff."
Scott, though, said she's trying DO't to
think of a game with Drake. The SBlukJ
coaching staff has been concentrating
on Eastern Illinois, and Illinois State,
which comes to- Davies Gymnasil1fl1 to
cap the regular season Wednesday.
"Eastern is a sound team," Sc:ott
,:aid. "They play~ ~ t~gh .the .fIrst
time (a 69-GO Saluki wm m November)
Page 24, Daily Egyptian, Marcb
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in the latter game, and got 27 points

from forward Char Warring. The
Panthers tried a number of defenst!S in
the game, few successfully, and Scott
said she expeets something different
Saturday night.

~

Defensively .. 8IU-C will employ its
proven player-to-player defense, alld
pay special attention to guard Melanie
Hatfield and power forward Toni
Collins. Scott calls Hatfield, who
averages 10.4 points per game, one of
the best guards in the conference.
Collins is averagiilg 14 points and
almost seven rebounds per game.
Eastern will be without injured players
=itacy Cook and Darla Farthing.
The Salukis may not have freshman
guard Ann Kattreh at full strength.
Kattreh, who had played excellent in
back-ta-back games recently, is sick
and hasn't practiced this week. Terry
Schmittgens, who recently returned
after being sidelined with a stress
fracture in her lower leg, might play
more.
Scott also would like to see the return
of the Petra Ja.;kson of old. Her scoring
hasil't fallen off. drastict-lUy, but

Jackson has not consistently drilled 12to-15 foot jumr shots lately. She is
averaging 12.7 points, one of four
players in double figures.
"She just needs one game to snap out
Jf it," scoa said. "I hnpe she gets it
becau... we need her."
Char Warring. meanwhile, shows
little sign of slowing down. The lanky 62 forward has been the Salukis' leading
scorer in six straight games and nine of
the last 11. She is averaging 16.3 points,
8.3 rebounds. and is shooting 62 percent
from the field.
Warring is a consisient threat to
score from the low post, or to convert
offensive rebounds. She also draws a lot
of fouls and goes to the free-throw line
about 10 times a game.
"She scraps and fights," Scott said.
"She gets the ball and goes up with it
right away. She gets fouled worse than
anyone I've ever seen in my life. She
gt:ts killed."
Scott said that 6-3 center Connie
Price, who has a stronger build, doeSD't
gt:t pushed around as mu\:b. Warring
has hel~ herself at the line this year.
shootini; 58 percent. It's better than last
year. when she shot only 43 percent
{rom the free-throw line.

Jackson is still the Saiukis' secondleading scorer, followed closely by
Price, 12.6 points per game, and guard
D.O. Plab. 12.4 points per game.
Plab drives to the basket well alld her
long-range jumpers have been the key
to more than one Saluki win.
"When D.D.'s on, there's nobody
Jetter." Scott said.
Price can be a powerful force at
times, but she has been an inconsistent
scorer at times, too. She is shooting 56
percent, but doesn't shoot as often as
Warring, Jackson or P!ab.
"We want her to want the ball more."
Scott said. "She's been passive at
times."
The Salukis follow Saturday's game
with home games against Indiana State
Monday night and then the finale barring a playoff - against Illinois
State. Were it not for the upset loss at.
Wichga State, the Salukis would hold
total contr\;; of their own destiny. As it
is they have to dispatch three upsetminded teams who have little to lose,
and a lot of revenge to gain. By
steam rolling opponents, the Salckis
have ruUled ~()me featlrers.
"They're a little angry," Scott said of
Eastern Illinois. "I think they all have
that attitude."

